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ABSTRACT 

"Theories of Employment and the Developing EC0:r .. v;'r.i.( ~.  J };3 

an attempt to prove that the 

not applicable to developing countries, and to propI');::'ld , .. ' 

vvClge-goods gap t ~r  as a sui table al ternati vo :f'or tho '. ~ I ,.:-1-

sian of employment opportunities in these c tr~ ~. 

The study is based on the following four assump ~: (Jr . .,. 

Firstly, the model is more like a densely popula d \:h:;, .. r. 

the Asian type rather than a sparsely populated O Ot ~  

Latin American or of the African type. Secondly, a::~ it,..... .,-

man to almost all developing countries. from 50 to HO .', 

of the labour force is engaged in the agricultural ' ~~:~ 1.0,', 

sing a vast magnitude of disguised unemployment. rll ~' :, l, , 

terms, .. employment", and n ou tpu t", and for that rna ttc;{'" .. \'; 

terms" "economic development", a ~ ttgrowth" , c~ c l~ .~ . ~  •. i 

~ t rc a a l . And finally. insti tutional factv::'s ~~, .. ~ 
a ~  to be neutral in the sense that they do not r .. rrc. ,~ '''~::l 

tendency toward expansion of employment and ou tpu till 

The study has been divided into three parts ~  c. 

part is a logical development of the precoding pa'rt. ..'::1":"1.. ,,," 

discusses the theories of employment as they exist witho 
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examining their validi ty in the context of the ccnc:l : .. :Ol.~.  

prevailing in developing economies. In that seDGe this 

provides the raw materials which have been used for , lr ~:: .cr 

analysis in Part II and Part ~ 

Part II, which is also the theme of this paper. 

to examine the relevance of these theories to the c r~ . '(,':'on.J 

of the developing economies and thereby to identify the pO:~t  

which are relevant and those which are not. Part III, which 

is a logical extension of Part I I, examine s the main thl: :-,.1:; ~ 

that it is the shortage of real liquid capital and not 

fixed capital which is the main hurdle in the cntirt) -$4_" .. 
~ O "'" "'.:.~ 

of employment ,expansion in these countries. Thin part r .:-:; 

further to examine the recently experienced green rc . .~, t on 

in some of the developing countries and its Is. ten t pote;; : .. 

for providing surplus wage-goods. The study conclu 

note of optimism so far as the chances of their success ~r~ 

concerned in their efforts to expand employment pp rt ~r.~ .. ~c .. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There is a growing realization on the part of many econo-

mists both in the developing as well as in developed countries, 

that none of the existing theories of employment are a c~ a to 

for explaining the phenomenon of mass unemployment in these 

countries. No matter how much they differ on the details of 

their analysis and their modus operandi, there is at l.cuct onc 

point on whibh there is consensus and this is, that the CXlG-

ting situation in these countries is substantially dif rent 

from that existing in the advanced capitalist societies. 

In the years following the Keynesian rovolution th0rc 

a strong tendency to apply Keynesian prescriptions in O~ r to 

expand employment and output regardless of the type of O ~. t  

and the degree of economic development already attained by a 

particular country. As a result, the advanced capital t c c ~

ties achieved a greater degree of success in their ~ rt  

while the developing countries found thcmoel ven i'ac(:d wi th t 

problem of inflation without being successful in solving ~ r 

unemployment problem. 

This folly was realized by many of the economist;s who l""(:-

commended the solutions offered by the orthodox economicse 
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a ~ta  that in these countries there 13 ~ c ~~c  

svPFly and r.ot of demand. Shortage of 

r lc~ which once removed. would lead to a c lat ~ pr c~~  

of expansion. According to them forced saving if:.i . c .t al~ l ~. 

But the vicious circle of low income, low savings, low capital 

formation and low productivity is all too wel.l known tG DC: 

overemphasized, and the, "hoVi to break this viciou:::: cirel .. 

becambe the big question mark. 

Thereupon came a number of economists lil{8 r~ r '.:  11 

Fei and Ranis. Enke, Jorgenson and many others, VJho fc"'l:l 

the classical tradition. pinned their hope on the: 12xLJ tl.,:~:r ~:: 

a vast magnitude of redundant labour force in t c:~~c cou :~:' '::. . 

They recommended utilization of this unl imi ted lu'bour :._u 

for the purpose of capital formation. While there; .' ~~ {!';'; tL~ 

wrong with their line of argument, they seem to huvo CC! ;; 

the existence of unlimited labour with what may be ~ r ~  

employable labour force. 
. Attempts will be made in the following pages to o ~~ ~', ' r.  ~  .0 

the relevance of the existing theories to the cond 1 t r ~'  ):'t:-

vailing in the developing countries. However, effortc w:l1 

concentrated upon identifying the pOlnts of r lc a c ~ (;r 0':":: ~"'

wise. of the Classical, Keynesian and Marxi.an theoY'l\!C 

ployment • Attempts will also be made to test the hypctl' ~:: ~, 

that shortage of real liquid capital and not of reul 

ital is the main problem before these countries. It io t~~ 

.. .. ' 
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shortaee of real liquid capital which ~~ inhibiting tric l r c : ~  

of expansion of employment and output, and D. surplu;:; 

goods alone is capable of transforming the unlimited 

supply into an employable labour force. • ] o-f Glven a Burp .US -

wage-goods, employment in investment would increase. the total 

increase depending upon the size of the consumption multiplier 

which is inverse of the difference between the real wage, (w) 

and the average consumption of the disguised unemployed (d). 

That is, the consumption multiplier is equal to: 

w 
w - d 

assuming that the marginal propensity of self-consumption ic 

Zero. 

Since agriculture is the most predominant sector a 

developing economy, and since the phenomenon of disguised un-

employment is most prevalent in this sector. the real brunt ~ 

solving the problem will have to be borne by this sector. 

to the new hybrid variety of seeds, some of tho develop 

countries have succeeded in attaining agricultural break-through. 

The green revolution offers immense opportuni ty of bri t:nc 

wage-goods gap and reducing the magnitude of unemployrnon t ~r . a 

relatively short run. In the long run, the problem of cho 

of real fixed capital would be solved once the gestation period 

is over. Nurkse rightly maintained that since labour cD. "~ t 

produce consumer goads without capital. it is better to set thom 

to work on producing real capital. 

.. ..,' 



PART I 

Chapter 1 

THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF EMPLOYMENT 

The phrase J •• the classical theory of employment" 11 is 

to some extent a misnomer because none of the writings of 

the leading classical economists contains an explicit account 

of what were thought to be the chief determinants of the level 

of income and employment. Nevertheless, there exists in 

widely scattered places in the literature of classical econo-

mics, ideas relating to employment, which when brought to-

gether. constitute a logical and coherent explanation of how 

the employment level is determined and why it is necessarily 

one of full employment. Awareness of the exister..ce of these 

ideas has largely come about since the publication of Keynes Q 

General Theory. Since Keynes asserted that a major objective 

of his treatise was to refute the classical theory, it was 

inevitable that the publication of the General Theory would 

stimulate much thought and discussion among professional econo-

mists concerning the nature of the classical system. As a 

result. there has r ~  a reasonably clear conception of a 

classical employment theory. 



f¥icaning of Employment and Unernplovment 

The simplest definition of full employment lS a ~

uation' in the economy characterized by an absence of invol-

untary unemployment. The latter exists when members cf the 

labour force are willing to work at the prevailing wage rate 
.I 

but are .unable to obtain employment. If N stands for labour 

force and N stands for the actual level of employment» then 
I 

full employment exists in the economy as N - N approaches 

zero. 

2 

It should be noted that the phrase "approaches zero" ::::"a"t{.cr 

than "equals zero" has been used. It is bacause the . l~tc 

full employment of the labour force which would prevail i:!' 
I 

N - N were equal to zero, is a condition that is l ~~ if 

ever, attained in practice. In almost any society th6ru lS 

likely to be varying amounts of frictional pl t~ which 

results whenever persons in the labour force are temporarily 

out of work because of imperfections in the labour mal"ltet. 

any given time some workers will be in a process of c~  

jobs, others will be experiencing temporary lay-effs caused by 

the seasonal nature of their- employment, by shortages of mater-

ials in some industries, by breakdowns of machines. or by shifts 

in demand that reduce the need for some types of workers and 

increase the need for others. Many other similar factors ca ~ 

some proportion of the labour force to be out of work for short 

periods of time. In view of these imperfections in the labour 

... ' 



market. full employment can be said to exist wn.e':! a 30cie:ty 

has minimized frictional unemployment and there is absence of 

involuntary unemployment. Since there is no precise way to 

distinguish unemployment that is frictional from unemployment 

that is either involuntary or even voluntary, the economists 

use a rough rule of thumb that defines full employment in the 

economy as a situation in which no more than 3 to 5 per cent 

of the total labour force is unemployed. However, there is no 

agreement among the economists regarding the precise percentage 

of unemployment that is commensurate with the concept of full 

employment. 

Demand for Labour 

In the classical system the level of employment, both in 

the individual firm and in the whole economy is determined by 

the demand for and supply of labour. The classical view of the 

nature of the demand for labour can be summed up in the propo-

sition, the demand for labour is a function of the real wage. 

In equation form this idea is expressed as follows: 

N = f (VI) 

The fundamental idea involved here is that, other things being 

equal, the firm will hire more labour only as the real wage de-

clines. Thus. the demand for labour is the inverse function of 

the real wage, or the demand curve for labour has a negative 

slope. This relationship is shown in the following ,.r:o' 
.l ~ r " 
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Real a ~ (w) 

~  

Quantity of labour demanded (N) 

It follows from this relationship that in order to 5e the 

level of employment it is necessary to reduce the real wage. 

The reason for the presumed existence of an r~  func-

tional relationship between the real wage and the level of em-

ployment can be best understood if the situation 

of the individual firm is considered. Classical ccono:nics 

assumes that the· businessman, or entrepreneur. attempts to nax-

imize his profit. Essential to the most profitable use of lab-

our is the principle of diminishing returns. 

According to the principle of diminishing p~ ct tyv 

the physical output from the employment by the firm of addit-

ional units of labour will become smaller and smaller as th0 

total volume of employment rises. In more technical la a a~  . ~ 0 



this principle means that the marginal physical product of 

additional units of labour will decline. What t r ~  the 

indi vidual firm is the yield which resul ts from. the e::r.ployme:-.t 

of additional amounts of labour. This depends" not only upon 

the additional output it gets from additional labouri but 

also on the price at which the additional units of output are 

sold. In a competitive setup all additional output will be 

sold at a single price. All this means that the value of the 

firm '.5 marginal physical product will inevitably decline as 

more labour is employed. 

The profit-maximization principle requires that the firm 

adjust its level of operations to the point at which the value 

of additional output is just equal to the cost of that outputo 

When this principle is applied to pl t~ it means that 

the firm should adjust its level of employment to that poi:nt 

at which the cost for the employment of more labour is just 

equal to the value of the marginal physical product of that 

labour. This will be the equiiibrium position of the firm in 

respect to its employment level. The cost to the firm of the 

additional amounts of employment depends simply upon the num-

ber of addi tional workers hired and the prevailing money \wJ.Sc. 

The question may now be raised as to how it concerns the 

real wage. By the real wage is meant the purchasing power of 

a given money wage. But this depends upon the relationship 

.... 
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between the money wage and the general level of price" Sym-

bolically, the real wage (W) can be defined as the money wage 

(w) divided by the general price level (p). 

VI := 

The real wage will fall if the general price level while 

money wages remain constant. The reverse will be true if the 

money wage increases while the general price level remains 

constant. 

At this stage it is appropriate to see how the equilibrium 

position will be affected by a change in either the geueral 

price level or in money wage rates. If the firm is in equili-

brium, then a fall in money wage rate will upset this equ i-

brium by reducing the cost to the firm of the labour. If this 

is the case, then the firm is in a position to employ additional 

labour. Eventually. the firm will reach a new equilibrium at 

which once again the value of the marginal physical product of 

the labour will be just equal to the cost of labour. But in 

the process the employment has increased. This is tantamount 

to saying that employment level is an inverse function of the 

real wage, for if money wage declines while the general price 

level remains constant, real wages will have declined. 

This analysis of an individual firm can be extended to 

the economy as a whole. In the short run for the economy as 

a whole, as well as for the individual firm. labour is the 

variable resource. The aggregate demand curve of labour is 

..,' 
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conceptually identical \Ali th the individual firm' s 

dule for labour. Such, in essence, is the classi COi .. Copt 

of the economy's demand schedule for labour. 

Supply of Labour 

Classical ideas concerning the supply of labour may be 

expressed in the following equation: 

J 
N = f (W) 

I 
In this equation N represents the number of workers ac ly 

in the labour force and actively seeking employment. Supply, 

however, is interpreted to mean not only the number of v/or}:e:cs 

but the hours of labour supplied by both old and new workers. 

Hence, the supply curve of labour in the classical syst0m 

a positive slope as is evident from the following figure. 
y 

Real Wage (W) 

~  
I Quantity of labour supplied (N) 



The view that the supply of labour is a ~ct  of :c 

waee rests on two assumptions. Firstly, the worker, L', of-

fering 'his services, seeks to maximize his income in thiC! Garee 

way as the entrepreneur seeks to maximize his profit. The real 

wage represents that which is necessary to overcome the ir}::-

sameness of work and thus actually induce people to become 

employed. It must be the real wage because it is the actual 

purchasing power in terms of goods and services of the money 

wage. Secondly, this functional relationship is based UPOD 

the classical assumption that workers do not suffer :ron money 

illusion. The term, "money illusion", was coined by the; 

American economist, Irving Fisher, and refers to a "failure 

to perceive that the dollar or any other unit of money expand.s 
1 and shrinks in value". In other words, the monetary unit is 

believed to be stable in value. and thus a rise in money in-

come is considered ipso facto, a rise in real income, ~ r 

these circumstances, the supply of labour could be as easily 

a function of the money wage as of the real wage. ~ this 

is not the classical view of the matter. Money. to the class-

ical economists, is fundamentally a medium of exchange. a 

means to an end. The implication of such a view is that re-

source owners, including workers, will value the services of 

their resources in terms of the real returns they can command. 

1 
Irving Fisher, The Money Illusion. New York, Adelphi. 1928. 
p. 4. 



The real significance in the classical t ~ of 

demand' for labour and supply of labour is that they rl~. L  

determine both the employment level and the real v:age 0 ~ . r

over. the classical demand and supply schedules of labour 

necessarily intersect at the level of full employment. ~  

has been depicted in the following figure. 

y 

Real Wage (VI) 
D s 

~ -- - - - - - - - - -

s D 

L ~~  
Ne I 

Quantity of labour demanded (N) and supplied (N). 

In the ~  DD represents the demand schedule and SS r0pre-

sents the supply schedule of labour. Given these two Gctedules, 

competi tion in the market among employers and among v.ro ::"'3 

will drive the real wage and employment level to tho poir:t '~: 

the two schedules intersect each other. The l r ~ the 



labour market will prevail at the 1 of real 

1) r~ 
;:..U 

the level of employment Ne • Any movement up'ward O~ Oo,;.r:,ward 

will disturb this equilibrium. 

The equilibrium level of employment determined by the 

intersection,of the classical demand and supply schedules for 

labour has to be one of full employment. Any unemployment v/hien 

continues to exist after this equilibrium is obtained, must 

be voluntary in nature. This is true for essentially two rea-

sons. In the first place, the classical postulates . , ImpJ..y 

if any unemployment persists after the equilibrium on,; 

it must be because some workers are demanding wages too high 

in relation to the marginal productivity of labour. If these 

workers are unemployed because of their refusal to accept 

lower money wages, their unemployment must be regarded as vol-

untary. If they would only accept a reduction in money s, 

the real wage would decline, price level remaining constant, 

and more employment would be forthcoming. 

The second reason why the employment level is one of 

full employment is simply.that the classical theory maintains 

that the money wage bargains between workers and entreprzl1.curs 

determine the real wage. ConsequentlYt the workers in gl3nc 

are in a position.to determine their real wage; and therefore, 

the level of employment. ~ this is true_ it necessarily 

follows that any unemployment that actually exists at a given 

level of real wages has to be voluntary unemployment. 
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Full employment is the rule in the classical c ~  

and ii has already been demonstrated in the prcc ~  c~ ~ 

that any equilibrium is necessarily a full employQcnt equili-

brium. In this section the inevitability of full pl ~ t 

phenomenon will be examined in greater detail. 

The possibility of involuntary unemployment is denied 

by the classical economic theory because of the general accep-

tance by classical economists of a curious doctrine that is 

known as Say's Law of Markets. Jean Baptiste Say was a FrGDCh 

economist of the early nineteenth century. His Law 0: r,'iarkets, 

which Galbraith has described as having had the status of Gn 

article of faith with classical economists for over a hundr0d 

years, is the formal expression of the idea that widespread 

and involuntary unemployment because of general ovcrp':--oduction 

is impossible. To put the matter slightly differently)) there 

cannot be any involuntary unemployment because of a deficiency 

of total demand. If the above statement is turned around II 

Say's Law asserts that full employment is the normal condition 

of the economy. 

The simplest possible statement of this doctrine is that 

"supply creates its own demand". The essential meaning of this 

statement is that in some sense the whole of the costs of pro-

duction must necessarily be spent in the aggregate on purcha-

sing the product. Every producer who brings goods to the 



~ar t (that is, creates supply) does so in 0 

them for other goods (that J creates demand). Ricardo cxprcs-

sed it as' follows, "No man produces but with a view to c ~  

or sell, and he never sells but with an intention to purchase 

some other commodity which may be useful to him, or which may 

contribute to future production. By producing then j he neces-

sarily becomes either the consumer of his ovm goods, or the 

purchaser and consumer of the goods of some other person ••••• 

Productions are always bought by productions, or by a~ c ~ 

? money is only the medium by which the exchange is effected".-

The conclusion that follows the assertion that all supply 

is potentially the demand for something is that there cannot 

be any general overproduction £or the economy as a whole. True, 

there may be some misdirection of production and consequently 

an oversupply of some commodities, but the pricing mechanism 

will correct this and cause some entrepreneurs to their 

output to other and more profitable lines. But such an over-

supply cannot be the case for the whole economy. If there 

cannot be deficiency of total demand in the economyp it also 

follows that any involuntary unemployment is impo e, 

Thus the choice is between employment here and employment 

there, and not between employment and unemployment as such. 

2 
David Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy. Gonner ed: 
pp. 273-75. 
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Classical economics is a study of the alternative uses 

of a given quantity of employed resources. When resources 

are ~ll  allocated, there is no way by which total out-

put can be increased by realloca.ting them. In the long run, 

of course, increases in population and productivity and the 

discovery of new resources result in increase in total employ-

ment and output. 

Rate of Interest: A Self-adjusting Mechanism 

Rate of interest is the mainstay of the classical theory 

of employment. It is this mechanism through which any defi-

ciency in the total demand is corrected. 

One possible trouble spot in the otherwise harmonious 

picture is saving. Saving is the non-expenditure of c rr~ t 

income for currently produced goods and services. ~ if 

some persons or group of persons in the economy save a portion 

of their current income there may be deficiency of aggregate 

demand equal to ,the amounts being saved. But this possibi-

Ii ty, too, was denied by the classical economists, because in .... 

their view saving is nothing more than another form of spend-

ing. The argument runs in this way: All income is spenteo 

The portion of income which is not spent on current consump-

tion is saved. And whatever portion is saved, is invested. 

Thus the act of saving cannot give rise to a deficiency of 

total demand. This belief of the classical economists is il-

lustrated in the following statemnt by Alfred Marshall: 



II The whole of a man 1/ s income is expended in 

of services and commodities. It is indeed c ~ l  

that i man spends some portion of his income and save3 a~ t~ r. 

But it is a familiar economic axiom that a man p ~c a  labour 

and commodities with the portion of his income which he saves 
..... 

just as much as he does with that he is said to end".) 

The mechanism in classical thought that transforms sav-

ing into investment is the rate of interest. The classical 

theory of interest is a necessary part of the classical theory 

of employment ca~  it is the means whereby Saylls Law re-

mains valid. Interest in the classical system is a factor 

which brings the demand for investment into equilibrium with 

the willingness to'save. Since investment represents the de-

mand for investible resources, and saving represents their 

supply. interest is the price at which the two are equated. 

The following figure presents geometrically the essence o£ 

classical thinking with respect to the rate of interest. In 

this figure, 1i represents the demand for investible resour-

ces. while ss represents saving, or the supply of investible 

resources. 

If the economy as a whole attempts to save more out of 

current income than what it demands for investment at the pra-

3 
Alfred Marshall, The Pure Theory of Domestic Valtl.l'~ . 
London, The London School of Economics and Political Science, 
1949. p. 34. 

.... 
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i s 
Rate of interest 

r - - - -

s i 

i ::: S x 
Saving (8) and Investment (i). 

vailing rate of interest. forces will be set in motion that 

\vill reduce saving and increase investment until they are 

brought into equality with one another. In the above sit-

uation the rate of interest will fall and as it falls 

centive to invest will increase. This process of market adjust-

ment will continue until the equilibrium is restored •. The 

cess of adjustment will work in reverse direction if invest-

ment exceeds saving in the economy. 

In a technical sense the classical theory of interest may 

be put in three equations: 

S :::f (rJ 
i ::: f (r) 

S ::: i 

The above, equations assert that both saving and investment 



are functions of the rate of 

interest will rise. and if s) i, then the rate of 

will fa'll. 

Impacts of Wage Cuts on Employment 

In the preceding section it was noticed that saving is 

not the source of real trouble so far as the working the 

classical theory of employment is concerned. Whenever exigen-

eies warrant the rate of interest comes to the rescue of the 

economic system. 

The classical view is that in the absence of • ,.j.. ln ver-

ference, or other rigidities, the existence of any unemploy-

ment will have the effect of lowering wages. This 

immediately from the definition of pl c t~ for any man 

who is not in employment but who does not try to get a job at 

a lower wage is no more considered to be unemployed than the 

man who refuses to wQrk overtime or on Sundays. At the cur-

rent wage he prefers leisure to employment. He may idle 

but he is not unemployed. at any rate he is not involuntarily 

unemployed. If he really wanted to·work. if he were really 

unemployed. he would offer himself at a lower wage and this 

would reduce the level of wages. 

The reduction in wages, the argument goes on, will make 

industrial activities more profitable so that businessmen 

will employ more people. As long as there is any unemploy-

ment wages will fall, and as wages Will fall, profits rise, 

-' 



and as profits rise, employment increases 

employed are absorbed in industry, and 

and no 'more unemployment. 

17 

re is ~ l ~r:~~ 

Another version of the classical theory of the r lat ~ 

between wage cuts and employment rests upon the belief that 

the demand for labour is elastic. lt ~ \qorker pre-

viously employed will receive less per hour, the total a~ t 

of wages paid will increase because the added quantity of ~

ployment will more than offset the reduction hourly '.':age 

rates. As a result, total demand will be r at r~ and more 

employment can be sustained at lower than at higher wage rates. 

Even if profit per unit of output does not increase, the total 

amount of 'profit is believed to increase. 

Unemployment, can therefore, persist only if the state 

or the trade unions. or some other institution prevents the 

unemployed from offering their services at lower wages and 

from setting in motion. the automatic mechanism which leads to 

equilibrium and full employment. What is c ar ~ t ~ r ~ 

is simply to remove these rigidities and allow the unemploy-

ment to liquidate itself by reducing wages. 

Implications of the Classical Theory 

The classical theory of employment impl s a predilec-

tion for laissez faire. In a very broad sense, there are two 

major reasons why the state might intervene in the working of 

a nation 8 s economy_ The first is that imperfections in the 



market economy may lead to an undue concentrution 0: DC C 

power in private hands. The second is that the privatr; sec-::or 

of the economy mar not function sufficiently well to provi 

jobs for all members of the labour force actively seeking em-

ployment. 

Actually both of the above possibilities are denied by 

the classical system. With respect to the first, class 

economists assume that competition is a normal charac ristic 

of the economy. All firms and persons are at the mercy of the 

impersonal market forces of supply and demand. If this a 

correct evaluation of the actual situation in the c ~ then 

there is no basis for intervention by the state for the sake 

of redressing any ~  of private economic powero The latter 

simply does not exist in the classical scheme. 

The second possible ground for state intervention In 

the economy is the continuous existence of significant amount 

of involuntary unemployment. As it has been seen, classical 

employment theory leads inevitably to the conclusion that in-

voluntary unemployment on a large scale or for anything more 

than extremely brief periods is an impossibility. If the 

economy really does have an inherent and automatic tendency 

toward equilibrium. at full employment, then there is no 

need for state intervention on the grounds that employment 

levels are inadequate. Under such circumstances laissez 

faire is an appropriate policy. 

.. -' 



Another policy implication of the classi 

the necessi ty for flexibili ty in wagas and prices, c_.~~  

the rate of interest as a price. The system can ~  

an equilibrium of full employment only if money wages anc. 

prices respond constantly to the least discrepancy ~c~ en 

the demand for and supply of labour in market. 

holds true for the rate of interest, for unless the terest 

rate responds to any discrepancy between the demand and 

the supply of savings the system will not adjust t!1E: e 

ity between savings and investment that is necessary to in-

sure the working of Say's Law in a monetary economy. The 

classical stress on wage and price flexibility carries the 

further pl cat~  that the economy must be competitive. 

Price and wage flexibility, in other words, stems from the 

fact of competition, for competition in the technical sense 

means that the ~ r  and resource owners have little or no 

control over price. Thus, the more highly competit the 

economy, the more responsive wages and prices will be to mar-

ket forces; and hence the more ~ ct  the classical :orc8s 

of supply and demand of labour that make for full employment. 

The Collapse of the Classical Theory 

The collapse of the classical theory of employment us-

hered in a new phase of economic t ~ t. for this theory had 

enjoyed the ~ ~ rt of practically all economists for nearly 



c.. century. . 1 ... tt'''''-/' ThlS col apse can oe a rlD ~ O ~c 

tors: the experience of the Great D pr ::c ~ 

ance of an alternative, and more competent explanation how 

the employment level is determined. 

Until 1930's, as Galbraith has pointed out. the ~ r ca  

economy had never experienced a really serious and prolonged 

depression. In the past there had been periods of unemploy-

mentand falling prices, but these were rarely of long dur-

ation, and they were generally followed by a prompt recove-::-y 

of the economic system to full employment levels. These c-

tuations in income and employment that actually did take place 

could be explained as resulting from frictions and imperfec-

tions in the market. 

All of this bhanged with the depression that began with 

the collapse of the stock market values in 1929 and continued 

until the wartime mobilization of the 1940's once again brcught 

full employment to the American economy. For ten long years 

serious and prolonged unemployment became the normal condition 

of the economy_ Under these circumstances not even t ~ staun-

chest defender of the classical analysis could seriously main-

tain that there existed within the economy forces that would 

automatically generate continuous full employment" The r~ .t 

Depression was a social catastrophe without previous parallel 

and classical employment theory simply proved to be incapanle 

of coping with such a phenomenon. 

...... 



The second reason for the collapse of ~ . 
. .~ :::: :  

employment ory was the appearance of an al ternat:.".re ory 

during "1930·s. While it is true that the facts of rience 

were clearly not in accord with the classical a ~l , it 28 

equally true that facts alsone will not destroy a theory. 

theory must be replaced by another theory and this took pl~c  

in 1936 when Keynes published his General Theory, 1Nhich has 

become the intellectual foundation of all modern employment 

theories. 

Kaynes' purpose in the General Theory was tv!ofold If In 

the first place, he demonstrated the basic failings of 

classical theory of employment not so much by appealing to 

the facts of experience, but rather by demonstrating that the 

theory itself was internally inconsistent and logically un-

tenable at a number of points. Second, Keynes constructed an 

alternative theory or explanation of how the employment level 

is determined in a complex industrial society. 



Chapter 2 

THE 1m ' ~E . 'l TJ1:EORY OF EIvlPLOyr.TEI\T 

Before the main body of the Keynesian theory is dis-

cU3sed it is imperative to examine in some the Kcy-

nesian criticisms of the classical theory. Keynes· criticism 

of the classical analysis is directed, r t~ the cl8..ss:'-

cal view that the demand and supply schedules of la ~r dot-

ermine the level of real wage and the level employment 

simultaneously. Second, at the idea that saving is not only 

equal to investment but also identical. 

In attacking the classical doctrine that the supply of 

and demand for labour determine both real wage and the employ-

ment level. he makes two points. He denies, in the first 

instance. that the supply of labour is a function of the 

wage by pointing out that workers do not normally wi thdra':! 

from the labour market if there has been a fall in real s 

as a result of a rise in prices with money wages c a ~ 

Keynes' second point concerns the relationship between 

money wages and prices. He refutes the notion that v:orkers 

are in a position to determine the real a ~ and with it the 

volume of employment by t~  money wage bargains they make 



with the employers. He asserts that it is not P08Sl 0 cause 

money wages cannot move independently of the general of 

prices. Any change in money wage rates 'tNould cause prices to 

change in about the same proportion. If this is the ca ~ 

then it means that changes in money wage will not necessarily 

bring abou t any change in the real wage and l,vi th ita change 

in employment level. Keynes thought that the classical eCono-

mists were so preoccupied with the idea that prices depend on 

the quantity of money that they failed to see the pl ca~ ~  

inherent in their own analysis of the behaviour of the business 

firm. 

The second major argument of Keynes strikes at the heart 

of Say's Law. There is a basic truth in Say's Law in the sense 

that output or productive activity is the source of income for 

the whole community. but it does not logically follow that in-

come will necessarily be spent at a rate which will clear the 

market of all that is produced. 

The classical theory of interest is a necessary part of 

Say's Law in a monetary economy, for the rate of interest joins 

the decision to save with the decision to invest. This is 

challenged by Keynes, who maintains that decisions to save and 

decisions, to invest are two different kinds of decisions that 

cannot be automatically linked together in any simple a ~ In 

other words, he maintains that, the rate of interest is not 

necessarily a nexus that unites the decision to save and the 



decision to invest. Once this link is severed ~  ~  

and investment, Say's Law breaks dovm and the way lS opcn 

the existence of involuntary unemployment due to a deficiency 

of total demand. 

The Princinle of Effective Demand 

The logical starting point of Keynes' theory of employ-

ment is the principle of effective demand. Total employment 

depends on total demand, and unemployment results from deficiency 

of total demand. Effective demand manifests itself in the 

spending of income. As employment cr a ~ income increases. 

A fundamental principle is that as the real income of a com-

munity increases, consumption will also increase but by less 

than income. Therefore. in order to have sufficient dereand 

to sustain an increase in employment there must be an increase 

in real investment equal to the gap between income and the 

consumption demand out of that income. In other r ~' pl

ment cannot increase unless investment increases. This is the 

case of the principle of effective demand. Since it is funda-

mental to the general theory of employment, it must be restated 

on an expanded basis. 

Assuming, as Keynes does, the aggregate supply function 

to be given, the thesis of his General Theory is that employ-

ment is determined by aggregate demand. which in turn depends 

on the propensity to consume and the amount of investment at 

a given time. Employment results in the production of output 



on the one hand, and in the c 

Total output will have a value equal to total c~ . tal 

output 'consists of the production of consumer goods the 

production of investment goods •. Total income is earned from 

the production of consumption goods and the production of 

investment goods. 

Since employment is assumed to be uniquely c r~ lat  

with income, income may be shown along the horizontul axis 

in place of employment. The value of total output is sho'.'.-'1'1 

along the vertical axis. Since total income is equal to the 

value of total output, the equilibrium point must lie along 
() 

the 45 line indicated in the following figure. The point of 
o 

effective demand (E) will be on the 45 line at the point at 

which the volume of investment is equal to the distance bet-

ween this line and the consumption schedule (CC). 
y 

Output 

c 

~ __ ~ __________ ~____________________ X 

Income 



The consumption schedule represents the sta ~ ~ lat

ship which Keynes assumes to exist between the SiZ0 of income 

and the' amount of consumption expenditure. The schedule fol-

lows the fundamental maxim that when income rises, consurn:p-

tion also rises. but less t ~  income. This means that invest-

ment must increase to fill the gap between income a~  consump-

tion. In the absence of an increase in the demand for invest-

ment goods, businessmen who employ additional workers to pro-

duce more output will be unable to sell what they produce except 

at losses. 

Full Employment Equilibrium: A Special Case 

The analysis that has been pursued up to this point att ~

pts to explain how, in a most fundamental sense, aggregate de-

mand and aggregate supply are the key determinants of income 

and employment levels. This is the crux of the Keynesian em-

ployment theory, for if the schedules of aggregate supply and 

aggregate demand are known. it is possible to determine both 

the income and employment level. 

But the equilibrium level of income and employment brought 

about by the intersection of aggregate demand and aggregate 

supply will not automatically be one of full employment. Since 

decisions to produce and decisions to spend are made independ-

ently, it is largely a matter of chance whether or not they 

happen to coincide at a level of output that represents full 

employment of the economy's labour force. The economic forces 
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embodied in the analytical concepts of a r~ ata y 

aggregate demand must of necessity drive the economy 

an equilibrium position, but there lS nothing special ~~ 

forces that will in any way make full employment the norr::al 

state of affairs for the economy. 

In fact, the basic lesson of Keynesian income and employ-

ment analysis is that any level of employment may be ~~al 

in the sense that it may be sustained over a considerable 

period of time. For example, during the whole decade cf the 

1930's large scale unemployment was the normal situation. 

there is deficiency of aggregate demand the economy may su:fer 

from an equilibrium of less than full employment. It is also 

true that the economy may experience overly full employment if 

aggregate demand runs ahead of the full employment leval of 

output as it happened during the latter half of the 1940;3. 

The essential point to remember is that in the ~t run the 

economy can achieve equilibrium of income and employment at 

levels that represent full pl t~ less than full employ-

ment, or overly full employment. No one level is in any sense 

inherently more normal than any other levelo It all p ~  

upon the r lat ~ p existing between aggregate supply and 

aggregate demand. 

As a matter of hypothesis Keynes 'stated his belief that in 

the modern economy equilibrium tends to be. established con-

siderably below the full employment level, unless r~ t 

intervenes as a "balancing factor" offsetting the depressive 
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tendency. The following are the assumed historical d8velop-

menta: 

(1) There is a declining marginal efficiency of ~Pl • 

This tendency would not necessarily mit te against 

a sufficient amount of investment if the 

rate could decline as much as the marginal affici-

ency of capi tal. The interest rate, O~ crll can-

not sink below the minimum determined by ccnsuwer*s 

liquidity preference and by institutional factors. 

(ii) There is a relatively stable consumption ct ~ 

As income rises the ratio of consumption to savings 

falls. An increase in investment at a high level 

of income would consequently have a less stimul-

ating effect on consumption than at a lower level. 

On the other hand. the declining marginal effici-

ency of capital limits the inducements to invest. 

The increasing desire to save and the declining 

incentive to invest cause the dilemma of the pre-

sent day capitalism. Under the actual conditions, 

there is, therefore, the constant threat of chronic 

underemployment. 

Propensity to Consume 

In a closed model without government. income (Y) is a 

function of consumption (C), and investment (I). Thus: 

Y = f (C + ;r:) 

-' 



Keynes' basic hypothesis with respect to the level of c ~D

tion expenditure in the economy is that income is the pr ~  

determinant of consumption expenditure. To say that income 

is the prime determinant of comsumption expenditure is not to 

say that there may not be other determinants. 

In the General Theory Keynes postulated two basic as 

concerning the relationship between consumption and income. 

These ideas have become the foundations oT the modern theory 

of consumption and saving. In the first place t Keynes rnain-

tained that consumption expenditure is related to income in a 

systematic and dependable way. Symbolically, it can be writ-

ten as: 

C == f (Y) 

Keynes defined the relationship between a given level of income 

and the consumption expenditure out of that level of income as 

the propensity to consume. The second key idea that he advan-

ced in connection with the relationship between income and 

consumption is known as his fundamental psychological lavvQ By 

this law Keynes meant that when an individual's income increa-

ses he will spend more for consumption because of the increase, 

but he will not spend the whole of the increase. Some portions 

of the increase will be saved. Keynes believed that this Vlas 

especially true in the short run. for the consumption standards 

tend to become habi tual, anc arE: not quickly adjusted ei ther 
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upv:ard or downv.rard. The first may be regarded as &VD 

propcn3ity to consume while the second as marginal 

to cor. sume • 

Although Keynes used the term 'propensity 

refer to the schedule relating consumption and 

to consuITle: 9 to 

employment theory uses the term! ' ct l~ a The ave!'8.ge pro-

pensity to consume is the ratio of consumption to income at 

a specific level of income. The average propensity to c ~  

may vary as the income level varies. In the following 

the average propensity to consume is 100 per cent at the point 

at which the consumption function, C = f (y), crosses t!:8 
. 0 
L' r:: Y.,..I 

line. At this point. consumption is equal to income. To the 

left of this point, the average propensity to consume will be 

more than 100 per cent because at every possible income level 

intended consumption is greater than income. To the right of 

the point of intersection, the average propensity to consume 

will be less than 100 per cent, because at every possible in-

come level intended consumption is less than income. The ~ t 

case is the act of dissaving while the second is that of saving. 

The second important attribute of the consumption func-

tion is the marginal propensity to consume. This concept is 

the formal expression of Keynes' *'fundamental psychological 

law", which states that men are disposed to increase or decrease 

their consumption as their income increases or decreases. The 

marginal propensity to consume may be defined as the ratio of 

.... 
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Consumptiop 

Income 

a change in consumption to a change in incomeo Symbolically, 

it can be expressed as: 

If the marginal propensity to consume fo the economy is assumed 

to be .75 (7.5%), consumption expenditure will increase by 

*7.5.00 with every increase of $100.00 in the income level and 

will fall by the same amount with every $100.00 de lne the 

income level.. In the above figure marginal propensity to con-

sume is measured by the slope of the consumption function. 



Here the propensity to consume is represented 

the abc. The veriical side of the 

change in consumption expendi ture ,b. C t while the zon 

side is the change in income ,Ll Y. If the consumption tier. 

is assumed to be linear - i.e., dravm as a straight 1 

marginal propensity to consume will have a cons 

The basic reason is that all triangles formed ~  A C v,rill 

be similar to the triangle abc, and consequently ratic of 

their ve ieal sides to their horizontal sides always be 

the same. 

Keynes assumed that normally the consumption c~ c  18 

fairly stable, so that most changes in consumption are ced 

by income changes. This means that fluctuations in the income 

and employment level are not likely to have their origins in 

the consumption component of the aggregate demand c ~l . 

If the 'function is assumed to be linear, then the consumption 

function can ·be stated as: 

C = c + aY 
() 

In the above eXpression, C is the level of consumption c 
:; 0 

13 

the amount of consumption when income is r ~ Oaf is the oar-

ginal propensity to consume. Geometrically, c is the point 
() 

at which the consumption function cuts the vertical axis, and 

'a' is the slope of the consumption function. 

Keynesian consumption function implies that a high pro-



pensity to consume is favourable to employment 

leaves rela ti vely small gap 'between incO%e ar:d l :' ~ 

out of income corresponding to different levels of c~pl 

If the schedule of the propensity to consume is iv.:;ly 

low, the gap between income and consumption will be gr8a. 

and in order to maintain high levels of pl t~ tne a~ ~t 

of investment must be relatively great. If the average pro-

pensity to consume were 100 per cent for all levels of c ~ 

full employment would be assured because no investment would 

be required. As income was received, it v-.. ould all be spent 

for consumer goods. Supply V'/ould create its own demand. Eov!-

ever. it is the characteristic of the actual world that the 

average propensity to consume is less than 100 per cent for 

high levels of employment. Only if employment falls low enough, 

will a point be reached where consumption is equal to lnco;r;.e II 

This is a lower limit below which employment will not fall, 

except perhaps temporarily. 

Inducement to Invest 

There are three basic reasons why investment expenditure 

plays a highly significant role in the functioning of the economy. 

·In the first place, the demand for investment goods is a la~  

and important part of the total demand picture. c ~ invest-

ment expenditures are highly volatile. This is true both in a 

relative sense and in an absolute sense. Investment expendi-

tures not only initiate change in income and employment levels, 
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but also act to exaggerate the effects. Finally, invc 

expenditures are significant because of their impact on 

economy's productive capacity. Investment expenditures are 

made for the acquisition of capital goods whose sole function 

is to produce other goods and services. This means that even 

though investment expenditures playa key role 

current levels of income and employment, their 

. ". ... l.n c.6"Cermln:ng 

influence reaches 

beyond the present by means of their impact upon capacity. 

Investment expenditures, thus are vital factors in economic 

growth. which depends to a great extent upon how rapidly pro-

ductive capacity is being expanded. 

An entrepreneur will decide to invest only if the yield 

is higher or at least equal to the rate of interest that he 

can earn simply by lending out the money and save l~ from 

the trouble of enterprise. If' he is intending to borrow for 

investment, and he does not have his own saving, then at least 

the interest must be covered by the expected yield. Inducement 

to invest, thus depends upon; (i) marginal efficiency of capital, 

and (ii) rate of. interest. 

Marginal efficiency of capital shows what an entrepreneur 

expects to earn from one more asset of that kind compared with 

what he has to 'pay to buy it. Therefore. the marginal ,-...(:t" .. e:t.l.1Clcncy 

of capital will always diminish as investment in asset increases 

over time; ca ~ 

(i) on the one hand. the prospective yield of any type of 



asset will fall as more units of it are produced, 

and. 

(ii) on the other hand, the supply price of asset will 

rise unless some units have been unemployed in the 

past. 

As ShO\ffi in the following diagram, given the schedule 

of marginal efficiency of capital, the rate of interest must 

fall if there is to be an increase in the volume of invest-

mente Thus, investment depends upon rate of interest , *"' ana ",ne 

marginal efficiency of capital, But rate of interest being 

less sensitive, investment depends more actively on the mar-

ginal efficiency of capital. 
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But marginal efficiency of capital depends on the prospective 

yield and supply price of the asset.' In the short run, the 
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supply price of asset remains fairly stable due to stable 

production conditions. Therefore, the prospective ~l  ~~ 

the most important determinant of the investment. ,ALd since 

in the real world, the expectations are uncertain the : 

nature of investment becomes uncertain and t r~ ~t . 

Marginal Efficiency of Caoital 

In the preceding section it has been noticed that invest-

ment depends more heavily on the marginal efficiency of c~p tal 

than on the rate of interest. In this section an attempt will 

be made to examine the role of marginal efficiency of capital 

in greater detail. 

The marginal efficiency of capital is equivalent to what 

is ordinarily called the rate of profit or the expected rate 

of profi t. The word U efficiencyl1 refers to the 'effectiveness g 

or rate of return 'over cost. or profitability of a capital as-

set. The marginal efficiency of capital in general is the high-

est rate of return over cost expected from producing an addit-

ional, or marginal unit of the most profitable of all types of ~. 

capital assets. 

It is a rate or ratio of two elements, (1) the expected 

yields or returns from an income yielding asset p and (2) the 

supply price or replacement cost of the asset which is the 

source of the prospective yields. Prospective yield is what 

a business firm expects to obtain from selling the output of 

its capital assets. Those yields take the fona of a flow of 
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money income over a period of time. For example, '::hen 2. 

factory is built and equipped, the investor cxpec to get 

back his 'original investment plus a surplus in the form of 

a continuing series of receipts from sales of the output of 

the factory. 
Keynes defined the marginal efficiency of capital in 

this manner: "More precisely, I define the marginal effic':-

ency of capi tal as being equal to that rate of discount w}-1ich 

would make the present value of the series of annuities givan 

by the returns expected from the capital asset during its life 

just equal to its supply price",.!} 

The definition may be expressed in the following term: 

Supply Price = Discounted Prospective Yields 

or, Supply Price = Q' -+ Q2.. + •••• + 
(1+ rm) (1 + r ~ 

The Q's are the pr~ p ct  yields in the various years and 

'rm' is the marginal efficiency of capital, or the rate of 

discount. 

It can be explained with the help of a simple arithmetical 

example. Suppose construction of an asset is contemplated 

which is expected to yield $1,100 at the end of one year and 

$2,420 at the end of two years. after which time it will cease 

to have any economic value. If the supply price or cost of 

4 
J. M. Keynes, The r~l Theory of Employment, Interest and 
Money. New York; Harcourt Brace & Co •• Inc .. J 1936. Pili 1.35. 

.... 



constructing thi scapi tal asset is $3.000" its efficiency J..!:; 

10 per cent, because this is the rate of discount which 

equate t ~ value of the future yields to the current supply 

price. At 10 per cent, the ~r t value of $1,100 discoun-

ted for one year plus $2,420 discounted for two years gives 

a total sum of $),OOO,the current supply price. 

Supply Price = Discounted Prospective Yields 

~ ,OOO $1.100 ~ ,  
~ = (1.10) + 11.10)2 

$3,000 = $1,000 + $2,000 

If the yields were less than those used above, the rate of 

discount which would equate the two sides of the equation 

would be lower than 10 per cent. Likewise. if the supply 

price were more than $3,000, the rate of discount would be 

lower. 

If 10 per cent is the highest rate of return that can be 

secured from any capital asset newly produced. it is the mar-

ginal efficiency, of capital in generalo Since the marginal 

efficiency is expressed as a per cent per year, it can be COffi-

pared directly with the rate of interest. In the above a pl ~ 

if the rate of interest is.1ess than 10 percent, the construc-

tion of new capital asset would be worthwhile. In other wores, 

the market value of an asset which promises to yield $1,100 at 

the end of one year and $2,420 at the end of two years will be 

greater than $),000 when the interest rate is less than 10 per 

cent. For example. if the market rate of interest is 5 per cent, 
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the capital asset will have a present value of: 

= $1,047.62 + $2,195.01 

== $3,242.63 
This is what Keynes calls the demand price of a capital asset. 

Thererore. demand price is in excess of the supply price by 

$3,242.63 - $3,000.00 = $242.63. Hence. the lower the rate of 

interest. the greater will be the number of capital assets for 

which the demand price will exceed the supply price, and the 

greater the pace of investment in new .capital assets o The mar-

ginal efficiency of capital will exceed the rate of t r t~ 

and therefore new investment in capital assets will prove pro-

fitable as long as the supply price or cost of production re-

mains less than the demand price. 

It is to be noted that the fact that investment will 

be carried to the point at which the marginal c c~  of 

capital is reduced to equality with the rate of intcre does 

not mean that these two rates depend upon common factors. They 

are independent variables, and investment is dependent upon 

them. The marginal efficiency of capital is determined by the 

supply price or capital asset and the prospective yields t while 

rate of interest is the result of liquidity preference schedule 

and the quantity of money_ 

~  marginal efficiencies of all types of qapital 

assets which may be made during a given period of time represent 



the schedule of the marginal efficiency of 

investment demand schedule. '-I-. ~ POSlvlon ana. -v 

investment demand schedule is of great significancB ~ t-

ermining the volume of employment· because it 'will cate 

the extent to which the amount of investment will c l~ 

response to changes in the rate of intere .. As sho'.'!n the 

following two diagrams. the more elastic the schedule of t~  

marginal efficiency of capital. the greater will be In-

crease in investment in response to a given fall lD rate 

of interest. . ... marg1.nal. The more inelestic the schedule of the 

efficiency of capital; the less will be the increase in the 

investment in response to a given fall in the rate of ~ r

cst. 
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In the secular long run, the significant character-

istic of the marginal efficiency of capital is its tendency 

to fall. The diminishing marginal efficiency of capital is 

a new name for the old idea of the falling rate of profit. 

Many of the great economists. including Adam Smith, David 

Ricardo, Karl Marx, and John Stuart Mill, accepted the tend-

ency for the rate of profit to fall as one of the basic phenem-

enon of long term development of the capitalist economy_ Des-

pite wide acceptance of the tendency of the rate of profit to 

fall, there has been scant agreement as to why it falls. Adam 

Smith attributed' the fall to the mere fact that capital becomes 

more abundant in a progressive society. Ricardo and Mill saw 

the basic cause in the nigardliness of nature. lVlarx' s theory 

of the falling rate of profit is associated with the nature of 

capital itself. Keynes' theory of declining marginal efficiency 

of capital has most in common with Smith's explanation. 

The general idea is that fall results in the long 

run from decreased prospective ytelds associated with a grow-

ing stock of capital assets. Since it is determined by the 

supply price of capital and the prospective yields o it may fall 

either from a rise in the supply price or from a decrease in 

the prospective yields. In the short run, the more important 

factor is the increase in supply price. The longer the period 

becomes. the le,s8 important is' the increase. in supply price and 
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the more important the fall in prospective yields. Thus the 

secular decline in the marginal efficiency of capital is almost 

entirely ~  result of a fall in prospective yields. 

Prospective yields fall because capital assets be-

come more abundant. The returns from capital assets over 

their life exceed their cost only because they are scarce. 

Every increase in investment brings an increase in output which 

competes with the output of existing capital. The greater 

abundance of output tends to lower prices and hence to lower 

also the expected yields from further plant capacity_ 

The decline in the marginal efficiency of capital 

arising from the fall in prospective yields is a tendency which 

may be offset by dynamic growth factors such as increase of 

population, territorial expansion, and certain types of tech-

nological change. During the 19th century. these factors 

were sufficient to arrest the tendency of falling marginal ef-

ficiency of capital. In the 20th century, however. all these 

factors do not exist. The growth of population has l ~ 

territorial expansion has ceased and changes in technology 

have been increasingly of the capital-saving type. Under these 

circumstances, the inducement to invest has reduced due to the 

fall in marginal efficiency of capital. Secular stagnation is 

the end result of the slowing down in the dynamic growth factors. 

Keynes' analysis of the characteristics of the mar-

ginal efficiency of capital leads him to the practical conclu-
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slan, that the control of investment in capital asse can-

not safely be left in private hands. The state. which lS lY: 

a better 'position to calculate long run needs in terms of 

general social advantage, should assume greater responsibi-

lity for directly organizing investment. This he refers to 

as socialization of investment. But he states emphatically 

that socialized investment does not mean that the instru-

ments of production would be owned or operated by the govern-

ment. He, however, does not say how this socialization has 

to be doneo 

Role of Expectations 

Volume of investment is determined by the propensity 

to consume and the inducement to invest. Since the propensity 

to consume is r lat ~  stable, fluctuations in employment 

depend primarily upon the inducement to invest. The two deter-

minants of the inducement to invest are the rate 'of interest 

and the marginal efficiency of capital. Since the rate 

interest is relatively sticky. fluctuations in the inducement 

to invest depend mainly upon changes in the marginal efficiency 

of capital. The two determinants of the marginal efficiency 

of capital are the supply price or cost and the prospective 

yield or return. It is the prospective yield which gives the 

marginal efficiency of capital its most important character-

istic, its instability. Hence, a great part of the instability 

of economic life under capitalism is attributed to the unstable 
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character of prospective yields r ~ capital assets. 

These yields are prospective yields because 

time an" investment is made they are nothing but expectations 

on the part of the investor. The expectations may hcver be 

realized at all. In other words. the investor expects to be 

surprised either favourably or unfavourably. Thus investment 

decisions are governed by expectations of yield and not by 

actual yields. 

A prospective yield is what an entrepreneur expects 

to obtain from selling the output of his capital assets. 

There are two types of expectations regarding the yi ds of 

assets: (1) short-term expectations, and (2) long-term expec-

tations. Short-term expectations concern the sales proceeds 

from the output of an existing plant. Long-term expectations 

concern the al ~r c  which an entrepreneur can hope to 

earn with variations in the size of the plants or from the 

building of an entirely new plant. In rt~t r  expectations, 

the plant is assumed to be of a fixed size, only the output 

from that given sized plant is variable. In long-term expec-

ta tions, ·the size ,of the plant as well as the amount of out-

put from the plant is variable. Short-term expectations are 

more stable because the realized results of the recent past 

are a relatively safe guide to what will happen in the near 

future. In economic life, as in other areas of experience, 

there is a high degree of continuity over short periods. In 

..... 



the absence of definite evidence for expecting a 

most recent events may be expected continue tr;.e r:ear 

future. It is not necessary to try to predict the future 

when only short-term plans are in questior... It is safe to 

rely upon past results. 

In contrast with short-term expectations long--:e!'m 

expectations are highly unstable and thereIore more ~p rta t 

in explaining the fluctuation in investment. Re ized results 

of past yields are not a trustworthy guide to future years .. 

Decisions to invest are partly based upon facts 

regarding the existing stock of capital assets. For example t 

a decision to build a new steel plant depends partly upon the 

amount of existing steel.capacity. Steel capacity is a 

that can be ascertained with more or less c rta t ~ 

+ v 

larly. the ability of the existing capacity to meet the exis-

ting demand at the prices being paid for current output are 

data of more or less definite nature. ~t the probable life 

and maintenance· of the plant the construction of \vhich is 

being contemplated cannot be accurately predicted. Still 

predictable ar ~ such considerations as possible changes in 

.technology in'the steel industry which would influence the 

rate of obsolescence of the projected plant. Moreover, long 

term expectations are subject to sudden revisionso Periods 

of feverish investm-ent acti vi tytend to be followed by periods 

of extreme p ~  and depression. 
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modern capitalist societies is reflected in the activi 08 of 

the storik exchange. When the prospective yields are viewed 

favourably, stock prices tend to .be high, and when prospective 

yields are viewed unfavourablYr stock prices tend to low. 

Speculative activity in the stock exchange c ~tr

butes to the instability of the marginal efficiency of capital. 

If speculation is defined as the attempt to forecast the psy--

chology of the market. and enterprise as the attempt to fore-

cast the yield of assets over their entire life, the state of 

long-term expectations which governs the quotations of secur-

ities in the stock exchange is more the result of speculation 

than of enterprise. 

Now the reason is obvious why the fact that the 

prospective yields and hence the -marginal efficiency depend 

on expectations of future conditions. introduces an element of 

instability.into the demand for investment goods. Investment 

tends to be very sensitive to changes in stock exchange values, 

and these values themselves are likely to fluctuate considerably 

in sympathy with succeeding waves of business optimism and 

pessimism. 

The Rate of Interest 

. As said earlier. rate of interest is the second ter-

minant of the volume of investment, the first being the marginal 
" 

efficiency of capital. Interest is a monetary phenomenon in 

-' 



the sense that the rate of interest is deteymined ~  the 

for and the supply of money. I;.'Ioney is demanded. becau S8 i t is 

a perfectly liquid asset. People who need money for personal 

and business reasons and do not possess it are ·willing to pay 

a price for its use. But nobody is willing to part with this 

liquid asset unless he is paid a price for doing so. Thus 

interest is the reward paid for parting with liquidity, or the 

reward for not hoarding. The rate at which the interest will 

be paid depends on the strength of the preference for liquid-

ity in relation to the total quantity of money available. The 

stronger the liquidity preference, the higher is the rate of 

interest, and the greate"r the quantity of money, the lO'.'"er is 

the rate of interest, A decrease in liquidity preference will 

tend to lower the rate of interest and a decrease in the quan-

tity of money will tend to ra ~ the rate of interest. At any 

time. an increase in the demand to hold cash, may be met either 

by an increase in the price or by an increase in the a t ~  

available. Since money cannot be produced by the public, the 

result of an increase in the liquidity preference will not be 

to increase the quantity available but to increase its price. 

Thus, if the rate of interest is too high ~ too 16w. an adjust-

ment takes place to equate demand and supply. 

Since the quantity of money is the other factor which 

along with the liquidity preference determines the rat_~ of int-

erest., it is possible for the monetary autori,ties to increase 

.... 



or decrease the total money supply_ And since of r-

est is the other determinant of volume of investment, im-

portance' of a sui table monetary policy is obvious dcter--

mination of volume of employment., The relationship between 

the rate of in'terest, the quanti ty of money, and liquidi ty 

preference may be illustrated by the following diagram. 

Rate of Interest 

II 
R 

, 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I 

Liquidity Preference Curve 

I 
! ~ ______ ~ ______________________________ x 

I II 
M M 
Quantity of Money 

It is obvious from the diagram that larger quantity of money 

will be associated with a lower rate of interest as long as 

the liquidity preference schedule remains unchanged. 

This is now the proper time to analyse further the 

concept of liquidity preference. The demand for money always 

refers to demand for money to hold. Thus it must be explained 

with reference to its rationale. Ttere are three motives be-

hind thf demand for holding money: (1) the transactions motive j 

.... 
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(2) the precau tionary mati ve, and, (J) speculative rr.otive. 

Although interest is particularly related to the speculative 

motive. the other two motives cannot be ignored. Part of the 

total money may be held primarily for one purpose and second-

arily for another purpose. 

The quantity of money required to satisfy the trans-

action motive is closely related to the volume of income ~  

employment, that is, to the general level of business activity. 

As total output and employment rise and as prices and wages 

rise, the transactions demand £or money so rises. A cash 

balance is required to bridge the interval tween the receipt 

of income and its expenditure. The size of the cash balance 

depends upon the size of the income and the frequency or income 

payment. This is equally true in the case of business firms too. 

The precautionary motive arises because individuals 

and business firms cannot foresee the future correctly. As 

long as there is assurance of ready access to extra cash by 

temporary borrowing. the precautionary motive will be relatively 

weak. 

As' said earlier, it is the speculative motive which 

is the most important motive behind the demand for ~ At 

any moment the current rates of interest are knovm wi th cel"'-

tainty because there are actual quotations in the market. The 

rates of interest that will prevail in'the future are not ~~ 

with certainty. In the absence of uncertainty the rates at 

-' 
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which debts of var;:,ring maturi ties could be converted to 

money at any future date would also be kno\.vn with certai:"!ty. 

There would exist no basis for liquidity preference for 

speculative motive. 

If the total supply of money is designated by M, 

that part of M which is held for transactions and caution-

ary motives may be referred to as MI. and that part which is 

held for the speculative motive as M2. 

Despite some differences between the demand for money for 

transactions and that for precautionary motives. Keynes lumps 

these two together. 

In the classical scheme. which rests upon static 

assumptions. no significance is attached to the speculative 

motive and therefore M2 is equal to zero. Under the static 

theory there may be change, but since the direction and extent 

of the change is assumed to be knovm now, the future changes 

are subject to rational discounting. It is precisely at this 

point that Keynes' theory differs £undamentally from the class-

ical theory of interest. 

It has been mentioned in the preceding section that 

rate of interest is a relatively passive factor in determination 

of volume of investment. For a while an increase in the quantity 

of money will, other things remaining c a ~ lower the rate 

of interest, but it will, not do so if the liquidity pre renee 

.... 



is increasing more than the quantity of moneYa 

If ~ is the quantity of money available for specu-

lative motive and L~ is the liquidity function for the specu-, 

la ti ve demand. the relationship c.an be written as; 

It simply means that the quantity of money held for the specu-

lative motive is a function of the rate of interest. 

y 

Rate of Interest 

5% 
4% 

Quantity of money demanded for the speculative motive 

In the above figure an increase in the quantity of 
I 1/ 

money from Mz to M2 is accompanied by a fall in the rate of 

interest from 5% to 4%. The underlying assumption is ,that 

the increase in the quantity of money does not affect the 

liquidity preference. The implication is that an increase in 
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by a fall in of m:)r:ey .... - .. ,.,,. : -i r"I ..... 
....... _..J.. 1Jt;;;: 

interest which will lead to higher investment provided mar-

capital is not falling faster than the 

This is a rational way of increasing the 

volume of employment. 

But it does not work as smooth as it appears. 

. /' ..,-

Firstly, it cannot work if the marginal efficiency of capital 

is falling more rapidly than the rate of interest. And secondly, 

it is not always easy to bring dovm the rate of interest. The 

chief barrier to a fall in interest rates is the expectation 

that they may rise later to an extent that makes it worthwhile 

to hold cash in anticipation of buying on better terms at a 

later date. Thus the long-term rate of interest is more dif-

ficult to lower and it becomes increasingly resistant to further 

reductions at every step on its downward path, and at some level, 

say about 2 per cent, no further reductions may be attainable. 

The increasing risk of loss at a lower rate of int-

erest will be reflected in the liquidity preference schedule by 

a flattening out of the liquidity curve. This indicates a growing 

elasticity of the liquidity preference function. In other words t 

there is a point below which it is-extremely difficult to lower 

the interest rate any rt r~ Keynes suggested that at about 

2 per c~ t the liquidity curve may become r tal~ indicating 

perfect elasticity. 
r ~ 

This is sometimes knovm as liquidity trap. 

The basic explanation for the existence of such a 

... -" 
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liquidity trap is that at very low rates of interest the ri 

of a capital loss in holding bonds rather than money c ~  

so overwhelmingly great that virtually no one desires to hold 

bonds. The demand for money as an asset becomes infinitely 

elastic. 

Wage and Emnloyment Relationship 

As suggested in the opening section of this chapter. 

Keynes does not agree with the classical argument that wage 

cuts can be a significant factor in restoring full pl ~ ~t 

when there is widespread unemployment. He does not deny the 

possibility of some decline in real wages as a consequence of 

money wage cuts. He does not even say that wage cuts can never 

result in some increase in employment. What he does deny is 

that wage cuts are of practical significance in restoring 

higher levels of employment. The chief weakness which he finds 

in the classical analysis is the lack of theory of effective 

demand. 

Classical theory is primarily the theory of a parti- .. -

cular industry and is not designed to answer the important 

question of the effects of wage ,cuts on employment because it 

lacks a theory of effective demand. There is no direct tendenoy 

for a cut in money wage rates to increase employment. Employ-

ment can increase only if there is an increase in tho propensity 

to consume, or an increasp. jn the marginal efficiency of capital, 

or a fall in the rate of interest. Any validity in the classical 
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analysis must come about through indirect effects cc;.ts 

upon one or more of these three independent variables. 

The effect of wage cuts on the propensity to consume 

is more likely to be unfavourable than favourable. In so far 

as the distribution of income is affected, there will be a re-

distribution from wage earners to other income recipients, 

especially entrepreneurs and rentiers. This represents a shift 

from a high consumping to a high saving group and will tend to 

lower rather than raise the consumption function. The only 

stimulating influence however, will be the price reductions 

that accompany wage cuts. The fall in prices will increase 

the real purchasing power of peopleQs fixed money wealth and 

thereby tend to increase the consumption function. 

The repercussions of wage cuts upon the marginal ef-

ficiency of capital which offers' the best chance of increasing 

employment will be the reaction on the expectations of the 

entrepreneurs. If the reduction in wages is a once-and-for-all 

wage cut, the marginal efficiency of capital will be cr a ~ 

But if a reduction in wages is expected to be fOllO\!/ed by fur- ' 

ther wage cuts at a later date, the marginal efficiency of cap-

ital will be lowered because entrepreneurs, in anticipation of 

further cuts 9 will tend to postpone investment until wage rates 

have fallen to still lower levels.' Under a system of free 

labour and management, there can be no guarantee that once wage 

cuts have begun they will not be followed by further wage cuts o 

.... 
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It follows, therefore, that the effect of low8r mon.ey wages 

on the marginal efficiency of capital does not appear to offer 

much hope as a means for decreasing unemployment in democratic 

economies where a rigid money wage policy is not feasible. 

The effect on the rate of interest of a money wage 

cut is the most favourable. A fall in wages will normally be 

accompanied by a fall in prices. Lower wages and lower prices 

reduce the amount of money needed to carryon transactions. 

Assuming a constant money supply, M a lessening of the demand 

for transactions, M will increase the amount of money available 

to satisfy the speculative motive, M. This will tend to lower 

the rate of interest. The greater the fall in wages and ces t 

the greater the quantity of money released from active balances 

to inactive balances and therefore, the greater the fall in the 

interest rate. 

It is important to'note that the extent of the fall 

in interest rate does not depend only on the increase in money 

available to satisfy specul·ative motive but also upon the 3hape 

of the liquidity function. If the liquidity function is elastic, 

the fall in interest rate will be less than if it is inelastic. 

In other words. if the liquidity trap prevents a fall in the 

rate of interest or if the investment is quite insensitive to a 

fall in the rate of interest, as it happens during a dc:pression, 

then the process of: restoring full employment via wage cut is 

barred. The first is the result of infinitely elastic liquidity 
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preference schedule and the second is the result of ral 

pessimism prevailing in the economy about the future expectations. 

Although a flexible wage policy is analytically 

an alternative to a flexible monetary policy, there are impor-

tant practical difficulties with the former. The difficulties 

arise due to what is often referred to as money illusion. 

Labour does attach importance to money wage rate per sell and 

more labour will be supplied at the same real wage, the higher 

the money wage, There are several reasons for such non-rational 

behaviour of the labour. 

First, high money wage rates are a concrete and im-

mediate accomplishment of the leadership of individual trade 

unions. The cost of living is a remote phenomenon, apparently 

beyond the control of organized l~ r. 

Second, wage earners have obligations fixed in terms 

of money, debts, taxes, contractual payments such as insurance 

premiums. These obligations are a greater burden when money 

wage rates are cut, even though all current prices may fall pro-

portiona tely., 

Third. labour may have inelastic price expectations, 

a certain normal price level, or range of price levels may be 

expected to prevail in the future regardless of the level of 

current prices. With such price expectations it is clearly to 

the advantage of wage earners to have, with the same current 

real income, the highest possible current money income. For, 

.... 



higher their money income, the a ter \'li11 be: ir 

Ings and therefore, their expected command over future as. 

Fourth, labour may be genuinly ignorant of 

of prices. 

The Keynesian analysis of wage cut and employr:lent 

amounts to the conclusion that a flexible monetary policy is 

an alternative to and, on both economic and political grounds p 

is preferable to a flexible wage policy. admi that money 

wage cuts may increase employment slightly. but his reain COYl-

tention is that anything which might be accomplished by ct.:.tting 

wages can, as a matter of practical policy, be accomplished 

better by monetary policy. 

Policy Implications of the Keynesian Theory 

The proposals suggested by Keynes for promoting a 

high level of employment have been indicated in cannee on wi 

the discussion of various parts of his theory. The most r-

tant proposals in Keynes' programme for increas employment 

are: (1) progressi va taxation to raise the propensi ty to con- -' 

sume; (2) public investment and public control of private in-

vestment to compensate for and to reduce the magnitude of fluc-

tuations in the marginal efficiency of capital: and, (3) a strong 

monetary authority to control the supply of money and lower the 

rate of interest. 

Since unemployment develops because the society must 

produce much more than the economic ability of the society 



cor:s'Jme a t full employment, the two apprcaches to full crr:-

ployment are to increase the propensity to cc ~  

raise the volume of investment. Increasing the ability to 

consume means increasing consumption at a given level of in.come, 

Keynes' main suggestion in this connection is to use progres-

sive taxation to redistribute income from individuals with a 

lower propensity to consume to those with a higher propensity 

to consume. 

Investment may be increased either by raising the 

marginal efficiency of capital or by lowering the rate of int-

crest. Keynes suggests socialization of investment to arre 

the declining tendency of the marginal efficiency of capitala 

Since not much can be done to stabilize private investment at 

a high level, a public investment authority should be there to 

compensate for the fluctuations and inadequacies of private 

investment with public investment projects. 

The rate of interest finds its operational me&.ning 

in the proposal for a strong monetary authority to excercise 

rigorous control over the total quantity of money as a means 

of lowering the rate of interest in order to stimulate private 

investment. 

Keynes also referred to some other devices for ob-

taining the balanced result. As for example, measures influen-

cing the size of the active labour force (hours of work p period 

of education etc.). He however. said. that a policy designed 

to decrease the active labour force would be a 'premature policy'. 
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The !'7laiil. e:nphasis seems to be on direct governm8Y'l.t ac on. 

He says, "I expect to see the state •••••• taking an ~ r 

greatcr"respor.sibility for directly organizing investment, 

since it seems likely that the fluctuations in the market 

estimation of the marginal efficiency of capital ••••.• 

be too great to be offset by any appreciable changes in the 

rate of interest u •
5 

5 
J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment p IntE':rest and 
Money, New York: Harcourt Brace and Co. Inc., 1936. p. 164. 



Chapter J 

THE MARXIAN THEORY OF EMPLOYr',1ENT 

Marx's theoretical economic system may be regarded as a 

system of moving equilibrium at less than full employment. In 

this respect it anticipates Keynes. It also goes beyond Keynes. 

in anticipating an employment position which deteriorates over 

time. 

Take any percentage level of unemployment. In the Marx-

ian model of capitalism, this level will eventually becoree im-

possible to maintain. That is to say, it will eventually become 

impossible to find any rate of profit which will simultaneously 

be high enough to avoid liquidity crisis from the capitalist 

side, and low enough to permit the output of the system to be 

realized or purchased, primarily by the r r ~ without a~ 

overproduction or realization crisis, and a further increase 

i.n unemployment. This is the dilemma which drives the system 

to stagnation and eventual breakdown. It involves both the 

falling rate of profit and the tendency to overproduction, This 

dilemma is at once an economic contradiction of capitalism and 

the law of motion of the capitalist economy. 
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The all ~~ Rate of ?rofit 

:ore examining the Marxian explanation the prr ~ 

omen on of the falling rate of profit, it is sirable to state 

some proportions which Marx used so frequently. 

Marx divides the net product of industry into two parts: 

variable capital and surplus. Variable capital (v) is the 

wages bill. Surplus (s), which covers net pro t, interest 

and rent, is the excess of net product over wages" The di 

ference between gross and net product is constant capital (c), 

which consists of plant and ra\v materials4I It is constant in 

the sense that it adds no more to the value of output than it 

loses in the process of production, new value added being due 

to the labour power purchased by variable capital. In other 

words c consists of depreciation plus raw materials. The total 

product for any period is then represented by; 

c + s + v 

These quantities are measured in value or socially necessary 

labour-time. Thus Marx conducts his entire analysis in forms 

of the following three ratios: 

(i) 

(ii) c 
v 

= the rate of exploitation, 

= the organic composition of capita1 1 

and (iii) S = the rate of profit. c -+ v 

-' 



The rate of exploitation, ~ is the ratio of suy-plus to v 
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and indicates the share of labour in the net outputo H8 8Z-

pressed' it as a division of the 'working day into the "tlme 

which a man works for himself and the time 'which he wo s for 

the capitalist. Thus. if ~ ~al  ~ and the working day is 

10 hours, a man works four hours for himself and six hours 

for his employer. He does four hours of paid or necessary 

labour and six hours of surplus or unpaid,labour. This ratio 

plays the leading part in Marx's whole argument. 

His law of the falling rate of profit is based upon the 

rising organic composition of cap tal,~. Capital accumulation v 
and technical progress do not necessarily involve an increase 

in capital per man employed. Inventions a ~ on balance, re-

duce capital cost per unit of output as much as labour cost p 

for they may improve the efficiency of labour in making mach-

ines as much as in working machines. He shows how cheapening 

of the elements of constant capital offsets the tendency of 

the organic composition of capital to rise. Technical progress 

may also reduce the period of turnover of capital goods. ~  

tends to reduce capital per man employed. Nevertheless" Marx 

takes the view that there is on balance a strong tendency of 

capital per man to increase as time goes by. 

Marx's law of the falling tendency of profits then con-

sists simply in t ~ tautology: when the rate of pl tat ~ 

s . . s 'Vi IS .l~ t a t, the rate of proflt. c + v falls as capital per 
c . man.v lncreases. 

... .... 



But it is very unnatural to assume given techr..ologi. 

ledge in a dynamic system. If knowledge develops as ital 

accumulates, there need be no tendency to diminishing returns, 

and with constant returns there Gan be no tendency for the rate 

of profit to fall. The most that can be said is that periods 

of falling profits may occur when capital per man increases 

very rapidly relative to the rate or advance in technical know-

ledge. Marx solves this riddle by assuming that technical 

knowledge is not an independent factor, and that when accumu-

lation is rapid a strong stimulus is applied to labour-saving 

invention. 

Marx's theory rests on the assumption of constant rate of 

exploitation. Certain causes which may lead to a rise in the 

rate of exploitation he treats as offsetting tendencies. Hours 

of work may be lengthened, and the intensity of work may be in-

creased and so on. To these tendencies which all help to raise' 

the rate of exploitation, there are limits and he argues that 

they cannot be sufficiently strong to offset the falling tend-

ency of the rate of profit. 

Effective Demand 

The foregoing discussion of the law of falling rate of 

profit is one sided analysis in as much as it examines the 

. liquidity crisis of the Marxian view of business cycle inherent 

in the capitalist system. He also provides the elements of a 

theory of ~ct  demand and lays the basis for a study of 

.... 



the law of motion of capitalism. It is here that th-:: r:U8 

aspect of the capitalist dilemma - the realization crisis - 18 

found. 

Orthodox economics used to ~l at  the problem of ef-

fective demand, and justify the assumption of full employment. 

The 'whole argument is contained in Say's Law. But Marx was 

not deceived by it. He says. "Nothing could be more childish 

than the dogma, that because every sale is a purchase, and 

every purchase a sale, therefore the circulation of commodi-

ties necessarily implies an equilibrium of sales and purchases 

••••• No one can sell unless some one else purchases. But no 

one is forthwith bound to purchase. because he has just sold .0. 
if the split between the sale and the purchase become too pro-

nounced, the intimate connexion between them J their oneness, 

asserts itself by producing a crisis".6 

To analyse this problem Marx devised a simple and pene-

trating argument. He divides total output into two groups -

capital goods and consumption goods. The output of group I -

the capi tal goods industries consists of q + Vi + 8, • and the 

output of group II, the consumption goods industries, consists 

6 

First of all he assumes a system in which there is no net 

Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. Io Foreign Languages Publishing House, 
Moscow, 1961. pp. 11J-114. 
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investment to simplify the analysis. The whole output of group 1 

consists of replacement of capi tal. Thus c1 + VI + SJ::::: C J + C2. II 

Therefore V, + SI = c~. The output of group II is equal to 

wages plus capitalist income. Thus c~ + ~ + ~ = ~  s,) + 

~ + ~ . Again it follows that ~ + ~ = Czo The net out-

put of group I is balanced by the replacement of capi In 

group II. 

The first problem which I't1arx solves by this argument is 

the apparent paradox that total outlay be equal to total income; 

while in anyone industry receipts exceed income payments by 

the depreciation of capital. 

Next he shows how even a system of simple reproduction 

(with zero net investment) is not free from the danger of dis-

equilibrium. If the ages of machine are not spread evenly, out-

lay on renewals in some years will exceed, and in some years 

fall short of the amortization funds, and equilibrium will be 

disturbed. When renewals are in excess, Vi + 8, exceeds c,;.. 

the increase in ~ in turn increases V2 + ~ and boom con-

ditions develop. When amortization funds exceed renewals there 

is a slump. 

To summarize, the part of the surplus of both group I and 

group II is saved. that is not spent on the products of group II. 

In this case ~ + 8, exceeds C2 and must be matched by an equi-

valent outlay on new capital goods out 'of 8 2 • Saving represents 

sales without purchases, and can proceed smoothly only if it is 



offset by equivalent investment - purchases without es. 

Such a balance is possible, but it is an accident under tte 

capi tali'st production system. 
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He re jected the crude under-.consumption theory of' his 

time, but he believed that maldistribution of consuming power 

is the root of the trouble. Consumption by the VJorkers 18 

limited by their poverty, while consumption by the capital-

ists is limited by the greed for capital which causes them to 

accumulate wealth rather than to enjoy luxury. The demand for 

consumption goods is thus restricted. But if the output of 

the consumption goods industries is limited by the ar t~ the 

demand for capital goods is in turn restricted g for the con-

stant capital of the consumption goods industries will not 

expand fast enough to absorb the potential output of the capi-

tal goods industries. Thus the distribution of' c ~ between 

wages and surplus. is such as to set up a chronic tendency for 

a lack of balance between the two groups of industries. 

Inherent Instability of the Capitalist System 

As said earlier, the falling rate of profi t together 'wi th 

the lack of purchasing power on the part of the working masses 

give the capitalist system an instable character. 

To the classical economists the falling rate of' profit 

implied nothing more than the eventual cessation of accumulation 

and the peaceful replacement of growth by stationary conditions. 

But to Marx it implies a far greater malady for capitalismu If 

-' 



the rate of profit falls below the critical mininum :rate s-

ired. the capitalists will reduce their savings . . . 
l11 VC S -emer!-c 

by more' than they increase their consumption expenditures o In 

other words, they will neither reinve nor consume the entire 

surplus value which they receive. They will instead se to 

hold increased amounts of liquid assets. The higher their In-

comes, the more they will seek to hoard. When capitalists do 

not spend their surplus value either on products of group I 

industries or on products of group II industries, the ~ l

brium breaks down and a gap develops. The entire static system 

goes out of equilibrium at the initial level of unemployment, 

and restores it, at some lower level of income, emploYllient and 

surplus value. This relapse is known as liquidation or hoard-

ing crisis. 

At another extreme, suppose some sort of big union of the 

vested interests is created to maintain or increase the rate 

of profit., It can be done by raising the rate of surplus value 

to compensate for the rising organic composition of capital. 

This could foil the falling rate of profit, but in the Marxian 

system, only at the price of a crisis of another sort. The 

total output which could be realized. purchased under such a 

scheme, could be produced by an increasingly smaller proportion 

of labour force as the rate of s-qrplus value rose. As unem-

ployment rises. there will be a realization or overproduction 

crisis. 

Actual events and policies may fluctuate between the 

", 
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liquidity crisis and real cri s. 1:-1 case, t~.  

system is doomed in the seTlse no of 

can be t up and held ~ t l  as a a ~  

Marx's argument can be illustrated by foIl c\lling dia-

gram in which the horizontal axis r p~ t  

vertical axis measures the rate of pr ~ t. 

y 

I 
P 

p 

Liqui-
dation 
Crisis 

Realization 
Cri'sis 

~ ano. 

I 
P 

~r 

~~ ~  

z 
Time 

/ I 
The critical minimum profit rate P P is dravm as a ho zontal 

line. The falling rate of profit is represented by PP. ~ 

the weavy line corresponds an actual course of affairs; mov-

ing from one crisis to another$ As the organic composition of 
c capital, v rises PP line crosses the critical mlnlmum 1 

I I P P at Q. And then liquidation crisis can be avoi d only ~t 

.... 



cost of realization c vice 

is assumed to represent a rate of profi t cor.m1cnsurate 

with 10 per cent unemploY1':1ent, and if 10 per cent 

is supportable without a revolution, the" 
. I I 

PP line with P P line indi s the outer limit of 

survival. In the diagram, it is labelled Z (from 

Zusammenbruch meaning 'breakdown'). 

Marxian Theory of Emnloyment: Elaborated. 

OJ;' . ... 

ist 

German 

For the most part, Marx conducts his argument the 

assumption that there is no problem of the inducement to c 

itali to invest. The capitalists are not particularly t-

erested in enjoying luxurious expenditures; they are l rested 

in acquiring more cap tal~ and each is forced by the competitive 

struggle to enlarge his capital so as to take a a ta ~ of ~  

chniques. So long as they have some profits to invest, they 

can be relied upon to inve them, irrespective of prospect 

of profi t or the rate of interest II Thus, in the main 

the problem of effective demand does not arise. ~ 

Thus the problem of unemployment exists even when 

problem of effective demand is ruled out. The amount 

mant, at any momenta depends upon the amount of capi 

ence and the technique of production. As time goes by, 

employ-

in exict-

ital 

accumulates and the amount of employment tends to increase. 

Available'labour also increases with the natural increase of 

population and with the advance of capitalism into sh spheres, 
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which pours into la ~ ~ar t a stream of p a~a~t  

artisans deprived of their means of livelihocd. re is 

normally a fringe of unemployed Vlorkers - the rese:'"'ve army of 

labour - and the limit to output set by full c~pac t  of 

capital equipment, not by full employment of 

In these circumstances, the level of real wages lS de-;:-

ermined by the bargaining power of the capitalist class 

the workers class. So long as workers do .I- ' • noi... comOlne -1-.' I..ney 

are helpless, and must take what they can get. Wages there-

fore tend to be depressed to the lower limit set by subsis-

tence level. 

Even when wages are at rock-bottom the capitalists still 

endeavour to squeeze more profit out of the r r ~ by l ~ t

cning the working day; screwing up the intensi.ty of work. and 

drawing women and children into industry. There 1.3 a lower 

limit, set by the starvation level, to the real earnings of the 

family, but the amount of work which the family is forced to 

do to earn those wages can be increased by these c ~ 

This process of extravagant exploitation leads to a reac-

tiona The health of the workers is undermined and the supply 

of future generations threatened. Enlightened self-interest 

then compels the capitalists to submit, though reluctantly, 

to labour legislation, which curbs their own excessive greed. 

Factory acts limi t the working day and improve 'working condi-

tions. and wages are prevented from falling below subsistence 

level. 

..... 
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The helpless situation of the workers is due to the exist-

r~c  of the industrial reserve army. So long as there is 

unemployment their bargaining power is weak. ~'  accumulation 

of capital, however, is going on· all the time, and at some 

periods the stock of capital, which governs the amount of employ-

ment offered. catches up upon the supply of laboure Their bar-

gaining position is then strong and real wages tend to rise. 

Profits consequently fall, and the rate of accumulation is 

slowed dovm relatively to the growth of population;, so that the 

reserve army grows again. Meanwhile, the capitalist t ~ 

which cannot tolerate low profits, reacts by adopting new tech-

niques which economises labour. Under the stimulus of high 

wages labour-saving inventions are made, so that a given amour.t 

of capital henceforth offers less employment. The reserve army 

of labour is thus further recruited by technological unemploy-

ment. Moreover, there is a fresh motive for extending ~ap tal

ism into new spheres. and finding new labour to exploit. The 

temporary bargaining strength of the workers is destroyed by 

these means, and real wages fall again. 

Thus over the long run wages are regulated by the expansion 

and contraction of the reserve army_ The situation which Marx 

considers most favourable to a rise in wages is an increase in 

the stock of capital without any change in technical methods. or 

in the ratio of capital to labour. Employment per unit of cap-

ital is then constant. and as capital expands emrloyment increases 
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and ~ pl t falls; so that the scales are gradually +" vlp-

ped in favour of labour. Increasing productivity of bour 

he does ~ t regard as favourable to rising wages. It is as-

sociated with the increasing c~p tal per man, so that a ven 

amount of capital offers a falling amount of employment. I'flore-

over, growing mechanization of industry destroys the demand 

for skill. and reduces the worker to a mere fragment of a man, 

so that the wages are once again depressed to a pure subsistence 

level, including no margin for education. 

.... 



PART II 

Chapter 4 

THEORIES OF EMPLOYMENT AND 

THEIR RELEVANCE TO DEVELOPIl\;G ECONOMIES 

Until recently it was common practice to explain the 

employment conditions of the developing countries with the 

help of Western-oriented theories which were primarily meant 

for advanced capitalist economies. The economic state of the 

underdeveloped economies is, however. radically different from 

that of the advanced economies. The tools and t c ~  of 

economics of developed countriest when applied to an analysis 

of the problems of developing countries would lead to a·num-

ber of conclusions which are bound to be unrealistic. In this 

part an attempt will be made to examine the relevance of these 

theories to the conditions of the developing countries. 

Relevance of the Classical Theory 

It is interesting to note that the classical analysis has 

greater relevance to the economic conditions of the developing 

economies than some of the more sophisticated theories of rec-

ent time. The basic concern of the classical model is with 
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the growth of population toward its maXlrnum size - a Size 

which per capita income is just sufficient to p r~ t pop-

ulation to reproduce itself at the physical minimum level of 

subsistence. If the population should be below this size, 

per capita income would exceed subsistence, thus encouraging 

population growth. At the same time it raises the profits 

which can be invested to equip growing population with the nec-

essary tools. 

But growth of labour and capital necessarily encounters 

diminishing returns, due to scarcity of natural resources. 

Thus with population growth. the margin between production and 

subsistence steadily narrows and eventually app ar ~ 
... el.lm-

inating both profits and a ~ t c  wages. With zero 

profits, accumulation ceases, the stock of capital station-

ary. With wages at sUbsistence level, population growth also 

ceases. 

This model assumes a static production ct ~ while 

in actual practice improved technology has continuously lifted 

the production function. 

The whole analysis can be explained with the help of a 

diagram. Line P is the economy's aggregate production function, 

which displays diminishing returns. Line S shows the necessary 

volume of subsistence for the labour force t proportional to 

population. At A. output will be AN and necessary subsistence, 

AM. Wages can be higher than subsistence, with the marginal out-
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v ... 

To tal ou tpu t 

~ ~ ~ X 
o A B B 

Population 

put, MN being divided between above-subsistence vrage paY::1eYlts 

and entreprenurial profi ts.. The former induce population 

growth and the later permi t and moti vate the l t: ~:",. t \'lhich 

provides the growing population with tools. Thin ess con-

tinues, until it reaches C. at which point wages ca ~ t exceed 

subsistence, so population growth ceases, nor are there any 

profits, so investment ceases. To put it symbolically: 

=: 0 
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l,,;here k stands for stock of capi tal, and t for time.. Bu t the 

whole production function can be lifted by pr ~ t of tech-

nology. Thus, by the time the population has gro1Nn to B It a 

more rapid capital accumulation may have lifted production to 
I 

BT on production line P. Similarly. when population reaches 

C. further investment may have raised the production function 
1/ 

to P giving CV output and so on. 

Leaving aside the shortcomings of the classical mode1t 

its application to the economic conditions of the developing 

economies cannot be over-emphasized. The classical argument 

that the limit to expansion of output and employment comes 

through the lack of productive capacity and not through the 

lack of effective demand holds true in the case of developing 

countries. The problem can be illustrated by the following 

diagram: 

To tal ou tpu t 

y. 

P . :::~~ 
,;I' 

/ 

/ 
/ 

PI ..... ii 

/ 
,;I' 

~ ~ ~  

O+'---------=-:-----::::-----L:----!.-----X 
Ep Ee Ep En 

Volume of employment 
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Let the employed labour force be assumed as 0 En 

represent the production curve with given productive equip-

mente Then beyond OP, no matter how much the labour force 

increases, total output will increase no more. The prcduction 

of output can increase only if new pr ct ~ ~ p t is 

added which will lift the production curve to ~ • 

The nominal employment level, En is a tuation in which 

there is hidden unemployment and where the marginal produc-

tivity of labour is zero. If as represents the average wage 

rate, then productive employment Ep is that whose marginal 

productivity equals the real wage rate. Beyond the effective 

employment. Ee a greater quantity of labour no longer yields 

any increment to total output, total wages R become stationary. 

Underdevelopment is then, equal to 0 En - 0 Ep' 

When productive equipment increases, the production curve 
I 

is raised to N. Hidden underemployment disappears and nominal 

employment En will coincide with effective employment Ed a 

Productive employment will have risen to E~. There still re-

mains a residue of underemployment equal to 0 En - 0 E I , which 
P 

1 
will be absorbed in productive employment productive equip-

ment increases further, thereby raising the production curve. 

Now the question arises as to why the productive equipment 

is short in the developing economies. To put it in a dynamic 

context, why is the increase in capital equipment lagging behir.d 

the increase ~ laoour force which is a proportion of rise in 

.... 
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populatio:l. The explanation lies in the low rate of invest-

ment 'which depends on saving and which in turn depends upon 

income •. And, since incoTIle in these countries is very low, a 

vicious circle is created. 

Broadly speaking, the low rate of saving in these coun-

tries can be accounted for by the following reasons: 

(1) a large part of the population is near subsistence, 

(2) there is a threatening population growth rate, 

(3) functional increase in consumtion is needed to re-

allocate labour towards the growth sectors or to 

increase output per head in agriculture, 

(4) functional increase in consumption is needed as an 

incentive to entrepreneurship; and 

(5) just as in highly unionized cQuntries p there are 

various 'ratchet· effects why wages tend to drift 

upwards n.on",:,functionally for some groups in emul-

ation of others. 

But to say that classical analysis is relevant to the de-

veloping economies is to oversimplify the whole issue. Actual-

ly it is not the shortage of real fixed capital as such which 

causes underemployment in these countries, rather it is the 

shortage of real liquid capital. This alternative theory will 

be discussed in Part III of the paper. 
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a~c  of the a~ ~  

In the early years of the Ke:rr1esian Revolu tioD "'theroe was 

a tendency to uncritical acceptance of Keynesian ideas and 

prescriptions on the part of some" of the economists of the 

developing countries. Overlooking the fact that KCjmes dev-

eloped his theory primarily to deal with the short-term pro-

blems of unemployment and business cycles of the mature cap-

italist society. these economists recommended the Keynesian 

remedies of defici t-finance J work creating employment a'nd the 

like to deal wi th the vast'ly different problems of the devel-

o ping economies. 

According to Keynes the volume of employment and income 

is determined by the level of effective demand. The nature 

of propensity to consume is such that marginal propensity to 

consume declines with increasing income and unless investment 

increases c t~ . the effective demand will fall short 

of the effective supply, so that income and employment decline 

till equality between the two is attained. Increase in invest-
.... 

ment results in increase in income and the increase in income 

leads to an increase in saving. The marginal propensity to 

consume determines the relation between an increment of invest-

ment and increment of income. This relationship is determined 

by the investment muntip1iert K. Symbolically: 

.6.Y = KAI 

where K = I 
1 - mpe 
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As propensity to consume declines 

income, increasingly larger increments of inve erne 

nece for obtaining a given increment of income. 

As the marginal propensity to consume is likely 

very high in case of developing countries, the mult ier has 

a high value with the result that relatively small inc 

of investment are likely to bring about full employment. Thus 

it was common ground with most writers on the economics of 

underdeveloped countries that what was required for their 

economic development was an increase in the purchasing power 

of the :geople. 7 

It is now a recognised fact that the Keynesian theory 

does not furnish a solution to the problems of the developing' 

countries. The situation in these countries is quite di 

from that prevailing in a mature capitalist society. Without 

exception. a developing country is predominantly an agricultural 

country where capital equipment is IOWa Moreover, the r 

of employees or workers employed on a wage is comparatively 

small, the vast majority of earners fall under the cate of 

self-employed or household enterprises. Further, a signi 

output is not produced for the market but is intended for 

consumption. Under these circumstances the Keynesian 

7 v. K. R. V. Rao. Hlnvestment, Income and the Multiplier 
an Underdeveloped Economy". The Indian Economic Review. 
Fe bruary 19.52. 

s 

.... 



has Ii ttle relevance to these countries. The mul tiI)li er 

principle does not work, even though the marginal propensi ty 

to consume is very high. This is because the consumption 

goods industries to which the increased demand is diree 

are not in a position to expand output and offer effective 

additional employment. It is because the supply curV8 of the 

main consumption goods industry. viz. agriculture is not only 

inelastic but also tends to be backward r ~ so that an 

increase in the value of output need not necessarily lead to 

a subsequent increase in the volume of output. Even to the 

extent to which agricultural producers want to increase out-

put, they do not get the facilities to carry out their inten-

tions. This means that while incpme increases. output does 

not increase. The mul tiplier principle, therefore works wi th 

reference to money income, but not with reference either to 

real income or employment. 

The particular form which unemployment takes in the dev-

eloping countries, ~ that of disguised unemployment, makes 

the economy for Keynesian purposes practically, analogous with 

one of full employment; and to that extent prevents the multi-

plier from working in the direction of an increase in either 

output or employment. As a result, money income and prices 

rise much faster than real incomes and output o setting in 

inflationary process. 
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As said earlier, case of a devel 

household enterprises pr ~ at , and produc 

for self-consumption for the market with 

when there is an increase in income the marginal propensity to 

consume leads to an increase in the ~a  l c ~pt  

rather than for purchases in the market. 

Another factor preventing the increase the output of 

consumption goods industries and the employment therein fo1-

lowing an increase in income, arises from the absence of excess 

capacity in those industries, coupled with relatively inelastic 

supply of the working capital needed for increasing production. 

The following diagram represents a typically developed 

economy. 
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OK is the stock of capi f -

allows Ye level of output which can utilize ~l  

available capital. ~  level of. output leaves ~ -

of capital as unutilized. This is Keynesian 

which refers to the unemployment of capi tal" If 
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level 

demand could be raised to Ef then Yf level 

reached which would utilize Kf level of capi 

output 'Nould be 

and 

employment. Thus the problem is only raising 

demand by undertaking investment, Keynes rightly 

capacity-generating aspect of investment. He emphasized o"'n2.y 

the income-generating aspect of the stment because he was 

concerned wi th short p~r  problem of unemployment. 

The position of a developing country altoge r d1f-

ferent which can be represented by the following diagram, Eere 

all quadrants measure positive magnitudes. 
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vel of effective ~a~  is 

c. c ti ve c at~  which is '!.'arl"c..nted full 

Ke level of capital stock and eL, labour force lS a ~ l 8 Q 

amount of capital stoCl{.Yl1evel of output :"3 pr'G-

d:Jced and 0 Lo amount of labour force cmpl0::l0d. 

leG full utilization of capital is just l} 

full employment. But this leaves Ll 

ployed. To utilize all the available labour ~c  

stock of cap tal ~ - K ) is required. 
.J. e Some tif.18S type 

of ur:.employmen t is referred to as Marxian unernplojrrr.er::t (; 'l' l~  

accordine; to Keynesian analysis the problem that a \..'.:..J 

country faces is to shift from lower ~ l of full 

to a higher level of full employment - from If 
It becomes obviously clear that if Kayne an 

v// 
.LooP 

..l. 

is applied to the developing economies then it will "I -J...cac. 

infla tion. This phenomenon has been shown by the diagra.m on 

the following page. In this diagram all the quadrants D.02.SUre. 

positive magnitudes. In quadrant one,. income determinatior"l 

yielded by the intersection of investment and savings is shovm. 

In quadrant two, the optimum real output that the stock of 

capi tal i.n the country is capable of producing is ShO\'lD Il Y mes.-

sures income and Y measures output. The third Cluadrant measurc;s 

available labour force. 

Initially investment is 10 which yields Yo 1 

and Yo level of output utilizing 1\0 level of capi tal 

of i:r.con:e 
T 
..s....; o 
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level of labour force. 

income rises to ~ but 

If 

v fv . .J. 

L 

I · o 

• ...\.. .J.. ln ve S 1"rnen '" 18 

output rises only 

.<::; 
• .J 

I and S 

raised 10 to Ii » 

to Y, .. Ol""'r~ 41"''''-''' 

exceeds output by Y; - YI the proneness of the develop-

ing country to inflation is shown by a chronic tendency for 

aggregate demand (Y) to exceed output or aggregate 

This analysis is also helpful in throwing some ght on 

the question of over population. To an abundant economy in-

crease of p p ~at  is not a drag on prosperity, but a valu-

able asset. Increase in population is necessary both as a 

-' 
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source of demand expansion. and as an indi 

the growth of output. to a developing economy with a low 

r capita er..doVlment of capi .. increase population 18 a 

drag. In the above diagram the economy is ing on:!.y OL 

of labour force out of the total available labour force of OL t 

The foregoing discussion does not mean that'Keynes':an 

analysis has no significance for the developing countries 

whatsoever. As a matter of fact Keynesian analysis gives some 

powerful insights into the problems of the developing economies. 

In the classical world economic development was seen as a 

harmonious process. Since classical economics rec zes 

only full employment equilibrium it advocates a policy 

laissez faire. Keynes, on the other hand, advocates sv.bstan-

tial state t r ~ t . Nobody can question the ionale of 

a positive state interventionNin the case of developing count-

ries. The developing economies not only have to attain fu 

employment,but also have to move from lower level full Cffi-

ployment to a higher level of full employment. Without state 

action this objective cannot be achieved in se coun 

Another point of significance is to be found the vlork-

ing of the Keynesian multipl As it has been said 

investment in case of developing economies ts likely to 

rate income and not output. Thus II Keynesian analysis offer's 

an efficient method of studying the problem of infla in 

these countries. Moreover, Keynesian economics advocated sol-

ution' of inflation by increasing supply of goods and services 



wtich is a positive measure and not by curtailing reoney supply 

which is a negative measure. 

Since Marx was preoccupied wi th the developed capitalist 

societies, Das Kapital is mainly concerned with an analysis 

of the forces that would lead to the ultimate overthrow of the 

capitalist system. rt l ~ his theory of social change, 

laws of motion of capitalism and the concept of surplus value 

provide some powerful insights into the problems of the develo-

ping countries. 

Karl Marx used dialectical materialism to interpret his-

tory. According to him t historical development occurs as a 

result of changes in the material forces of production. 

contrast to Hegel who maintained that society progresses by the 

conflict of ideas. Marx believed that actually it is the con-

flict of matters which is responsible for the advancement of 

history. It is the immanent contradiction between the "forces 

of production" and the "relations of production", expressed 

in the form of class struggle that provides the motor force 

for the movement of history. However t Karl Marx was qui te a 1;'lare 

of the state of affairs prevailing in- some of the Asian count-

ries. He observed that his dialectical materialism was not 

working in Asia. The failure of the working of the dialectic 

materialism was regarded by him as the principal cause of stag-

nation in Asia. On close observation he found three important 
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rs which were the working 8ctica2. 

materialism. Firstly, there was peasant's ownership of land; 

secondly, every village 'ilas almost self-sufficient; and thirdly, 

there was predominance handicraft and guild t ~. All 

this meant that there were no separation of labour from ~  

means of production and, as a result, there were no class 

struggle which provides ground for the working of his doctrine. 

However, his theory of Asiatic mode of production does Y!ot 

explain the existence of vast magni tude of underemployn1er:t In 

the developing countries as such; although it sheds some light 

on the stagnant nature of these economies. 

His law of motion of capitalism is based on the following 

three ratios: 

(i) 

(ii) 

and (iii) 

c 
v 

s 
c + v. 
s. -v 

= the organic composition of capital; 

= the rate of profit; 

= the rate of exploitation. 

Assuming no change in the organic composition of capital, 

the increasing demand for labour that acc~ ... ,~~_._ s accumulation. 

will cause wages to rise above the sUbsistence level. reducing 

the amount of surplus value .per worker. causes the cap-

italist to introduce labour-saving techniques» It is the 

adoption of these techniques which causes relative surplus 

popula tion swell ing the ranks of the industrial reserve army 

' .. .... 



of the unemployed. The concept of a reserve arrr.y ~ 1a !" 

is utili zed by Nlarx to show that capi talism Cr'ea tcs r . ~  

r~ cal changes which periodically create a labour surplus 

a view to keeping dOVffi the level. of wage rates. Although 

""""li --:-t"'M vif ...... v .... 

this concept is not wholly applicable in .,J..,.' line case of deve2..cp-

ing countries, because it is quite different from the , . 
0.18-

guised unemployment prevailing in these countries, it throVlS 

some light on the disadvantages of adopting cap tal t ~  

techniques in the developing Acanomies. If this tendency is 

not checked, it is sure to aggravate the already existing 

unemployment problem in these countries. 

The Marxian concept of surplus is relevant to the process 

of economic development in general. This is especially true 

in the developing countries. When the concept of surplus is 

applied to the problems of economic development of the develop-

ing countries, it provides a useful tool of planning besiaes 

shedding light on the institutional and social factors that 

hold down avail:able surplus far below the potential surplus of 

the economy_ In his book, "Poli tical Economy of GrowthH
, Paul 

Baran developed the concept of surplus as a powerful tool of 

analysis of the problems of economic development. If a coun-

try fails to extract sufficient surplus for its economic develop-

ment, then attention must be focussed on the class character 

of the government 'in power and its real interest in develop-

rnent. 
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Thus the Marxian concept of surplus is a s 

point in the analysis of development of the developir:g 

tries. . And since economic development means growth plus 

structural change, it is also relevant to the expansion of 

employment in these countries. 

.... 



PART III 

Chapter 5 

VlAGE-GOODS GAP ~:EO  OF EflIPLOYNiEl'lT 

The emphasis on deficiency of supply as a main cause of 

unemployment makes the classical model more relevant to the 

conditions of the developing countries. According to the 

classical model prevalence of mass unemployments both open 

and ~. is due to the deficiency in the supply of 

fixed real ~ap tal, viz; machinery, plant and tools. But 

this version of the classical model must be modified in order 

to make it fully applicable in the case of the developing 

c tr ~, for it assumes that the economy has an abundance 

of labour and ,of wage goods. There is unemployment because 

there are not enough factories to take the labour away from 

the disguised unemployed sector of the farms. The number of 

factories is not sufficient because the required machinery 

and plants are not a a la l ~ 

As a matter of fact it is not the deficiency of fixed 

real capital which is the prime cause of existence of mass 

unemployment as such, rather it is the deficiency of real liq-

uid capital. It is the inability of the economy to provide 

.... 
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the rcq'J.ired surplus of v/age-goods necessary in orc.er ttat 

the disguised unemployed can be employed in investment t that 

inhibi t"s expansion in employment. The developing countries 

have an abundance of population,. but such an a a~c  does 

~ t necessarily mean a proportionate availabili ty of er:1ployable 

units. If the economy can make good the wage-goods gap t ~  

a quick expansion of consumption goods industries, it pos-

sible to raise the employment potential. The rate of growth 

of population may be equal to the rate of growth of capi tal 

stock even then it cannot solve the already existing unemploy-

ment problem. There is however, no reason to prevent the pr ~ 

portion of ~  unemployment from rising in view of faster 

growth of population than that of capital stock. 

Wage-Goods Gap and the Employable Units 

Unemployment in developing economies emerges on account 

of a shortage of real liquid capi tal; and it is only through 

the expansion of real liquid capital that any surplus labour 

force can be converted into employable units. In other words, 

the portion of surplus labour force which is provided with wage-

goods becomes employable and it is this employable unit which 

can be regarded as a vital prerequisite for the expansion of 

employment potential. A determined persistence in expansion 

of the fixed capital to the neglect of expansion of wage-goods 

will land the economy in a ridiculous si tuation, in which there 

would tend to be unemployment both of labour as well as of 

..... 



equipment. Limitations in regard to equipment are 

period bottle-neck. 

The size of the wage-goods depends upon the 

O'? 
/.1 

ence between the money value of the real wage consumad by an 

employable uni t. and the money valu,e of the goods 

the disguised unemployed multiplie4 by the number of such 

unemployed labour units. 

by 

If there are 30 million disgui'eed unemployed in the economy 

and if the wage in respect of one employable unit is $200. 

the wage-goods would be equal to $6000. million. If only 

the economy could make good this gap, 30 million labour units 

can become employable. It is important to note, "hoiVev'eY', that as 

food is the most important category of wage-goods and as most 

of the incomes of workers are spent on p rc ~  of food grains 

in developing countries, it is the extent-of increase in mark-

etable surplus ci:f food grains that limits expansion of e:n-

ployment in investment. It is also important to note that an 

increase in the availability of wage-goods enables the econo.my 

to step up its employment in inve,stment by more than the em-

ployment equivalant of the initial increase in the supply of 

wage-goods. This involves the concept of consumption multi-

plier. But before 'going irito the details of the working of 

the consumption multiplier. it is desirable to examine the 

concept of self-consumption func,tion which is vi tally', ~  

with the ~ c pt of consumption ~ ~t pl r. 

... -' 



Self-Consumution Function 

Let. output of the farmer be defined as the total product, 

net of seeds. The cultivator is obliged to sell a part of 

his output to meet certain liabilities which he has c ~r  

before the harvesting of crops. These include land tax or 

rent, interest charges on loans and repayment of loans; and 

costs of marketing the crops. Let this portion of the output 

be termed as obligatory surplus. This constitutes a first 

charge on output and takes priority even over consumption. 

The residual output (output minus obligatory surplus) is the 

net disposable output. 

The relationship between the different variables can be 

shown by the :following diagram: 

A y 

Self-Consumption 

sa tura tion range 
~ S 

p 

___ "'-___ ~_ l ,_. ___ :..t_ _ _ _: ~~a. ble ou tP,, t_~_t __ _ 
o QJ R' x 

Self-Consumption Function 
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Let self-consumption be defined as the c 

farm products by the cultivators. The l c ~ ~~p 

part of' total consumption in the sense that the c'Jltiva-:J!:" 

consumes some non-agricultural products too. Thus, ~

consumption of an individual cuI ti va tor is a fune or: tr~  

net disposable output of his farm. 

In the diagram the X-axis indicates the net di sa 

output and the Y-axis measures the self-consumption. The 

curve PQRS represents the self-consumption at various levels 

of net disposable output. Even if the net disposable output 

is zero he consumes OP to satisfy his biological hunger. + 

this is not enough for him to do his normal 'work and ':i t. 

If he has any positive net disposable output he c ~  ~ ~  

I • ) than the entire amount tlll he has QQ level of consu:np-c1.cn. 

In other words, the net disposable output-elasticity salf-

consumption is unity over PQ range. Once the net disposable 
I output is more than OQ the self-consumption increases at a 

much slower pace than the increase in net disposable output. 

Thus, when the net disposable output is between r;f If, the 

disposable output-elasticity of self-consumption is less . ,.~ vl1an 
I one. At R R, the saturation point is arrived at and no fur-

ther increase in self-consumption is desired. 

Optional surplus is defined as that farm produce which 

is left after deducting self-consumtion from the net disposable 

output. The optional rp~  arises only after the net dis-

-" 



posable output exceeds ad . is an increasing 

the net disposable output beyond OQ range. All increase ir. 

net disposable output in excess of OR1 represents optional 

surplus since self-consumption has reached saturation at 
I R R level. 

The technical surplus is the amount of the farm output 

available to the industrial sector. It comprises the obli-

gatory surplus plus optional surplus minus unearned self-

consumption which is the amount of self-consumption in excess 

of net disposable output. Thus technical surplus is equal to 

aggregate output minus "aggregate self-consumption. There is 

no functional relationship between aggregate output and tech-

nical surplus. The demand for products of the industrial 

sector is represented by the aggregate optional surplus minus 

part of the aggregate unearned consumption granted (to others) 

out of the optional surplus., Thus. what happens to op-

tional surplus mi!1us part of unearned self-consumption will 

have a great bearing on the rate of economic developmentG This 

is closely related with the concept of surplus wage-goods 

which is so vitally needed for the expansion of employment. 

In the ·o,plni'on of Maurrice Dobb, "if there is any factor to 

be singled out as the fundamental limiting factor upon the 

pace of development, then • • • " .. • If it is this marketable sur-

plus of agriculture". 

..... 



pt ~ Multiplier 

It is necessary now to analyse the concept of the con-

Gumption multipl Assuming that: 

(i) the marginal propensity to consume wage-goods on 

the part of the wage-goods producers is zero; 

(ii) the level of money and real wage rates does net 

change; 

(iii) there is disguised 'unemployment in the vvage-goods 

sector; 

(iv) the average consumption of the wage-goods by the 

disguised unemployed (d) is less than the 

wage ( w ). and 

(v) the size of the population does not change. the 

working of the consumption multiplier can be ex-

plained with the help of an example. 

Suppose the output of wage-goods is increased by ltOGO 

units, and the real wage, (w) is one unit whi the aVe 

consumption of the disguised unemployed, (d) is ~ unit. 
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Thus, the average difference between wand d is i unit. t 

this difference be disignated as the gap (g). Suppose further 

that 1,000 units are utilized by the state for investment 

activities. Obviously, the increase in output of 1,000 units 

enables the conversion of .1,000 disguised unemployed into pro-

ductive workera. This would create a surplus of 500 units and 

-' 



enable a transfer of 500 workers. The transfer of se 

500 workers would release 250 units and enable a transfer of 

250 r ~r  and so on. Thus, the initial investment of 1,000 

units and employment of 1,000 workers would enable an a.dditi-

anal withdrawal of 1.000 units and of 1,000 workers. The 

total increase in investment equals the initial increase in 

investment multiplied by: 

VI 
w - d 

or 1 
g 

Thus. the lower the value of g, the ~ar r the total increase 

in investment. The consumption multiplier hence, is the in-

verse of the difference between the average consumption of the 

employed worker and that of the disguised unemployed. If g is 

equal to w the multiplier will be equal to zero. 

But it is unrealistic to assume that there is zero nay-

ginal propensity to consume on the part of producers of wage-

goods in the initial stage. As shovm in the a ra ~ the mar-

ginal propensity to consume becomes zero only after reaching 

the saturation point. Therefore it is more realistic to assume 

a positive marginal propensity to consume. If the marginal 

propensi ty of self-consumption of the wage-goods producers ~  

equal to 1/3 and g is equal to 1/4, then the maximum release 

of wage-goods would not be 750, as out-of this 1/3 will be 

consumed by the wage-goods producers themselves. Hence, the 

wage-goods'released will .be equal to 500 uni te. If 500 \vork-
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crs are absorbed in investment, the wage-goods r ~~ c  

~ t be 375 units as out of this 1/3 will be consumed a a ~ 

by the producers. Thus the value of the multiplier in this 

case will be equal to; 

1 
g + (d) (rope) 

Given g. the lower the value of mpe, the higher the al~  of 

the multiplier. 

Thus. a given increase in the marketable surplus enables 

the economy to step up employment in investment more than p~

portionately to the increase in marketable surplus. Here it 

is investment which is a variable and total investment is a 

multiple of the initial increase in the supply of wage-goods. 

The difference between the Keynesian multiplier and consump-

tion multiplier is that the former indicates by how much the 

total income would go up as a result of an initial increase 

in investment, whereas the latter indicates how much invest-

ment will go up as a result of a given increase in the supply 

of wage-gOOds. 

Green.Revolution: A Potential Source of Wage-Goods 

As said earlier, food is the most important category of 

'Nage-goods., Thus it i:8 desfrable to examine the potentiali ty 

of the agricul tural revolution in providing the surplus wage-. 

goods for expansion- of employment in the developing economies. 
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Agricultural break-through has already reached the 

economic pay-off stage in India, Pakistan, the Philippines 

and Turkey. It is in the various stages of development in 

Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Tunisia,· Indonesia and Malayasia .. 

The story of green revolution in these countries is the story 

of the introduction of or transplant of l ~ 

fertilizer-responsive, day-length insensitive varieties of 

wheat and rice. These new cereal varieties are so superior 

to the traditional varieties that they are becoming "engines 

of change" wherever-used. They may be to the agricultural 

revolution in Asia what the steam engine was to the indus-

trial revolution in Europe. 8 The following table shows the 

changes in production occuring in the areas with the largest 

plantings of new varieties. The right hand column of the 

table indicates the percentage increases in production for 

the ~ crop season as compared with the-period 1960 to 

1964. The year 1968-69 was the first crop year in which a 

substant:ial area was planted to new high yielding varieties" 

Although official data are not yet a a la l ~ early reports 

suggest that the 1968-69 production levels v/ill be equalled 

or exceeded for both wheat and rice in 1969-70. 

e 
L .. R. Brown. ~'  Agricultural Revolution in Asia", Eccnomic 
Development - Readings in Theory and Practice, ~  Iv}organ 
and Betz, Wardsworth Publishing Company Inc •• California. 1970. 



Table I 

Crop and 
Country 

Indi.a 

VI. Pak t~ta  

Asia 

World 

India 

w. Pakistan 

Philippines 

Acia 

World 

Changes in Production of Wheat and Rice 

For Selected Asian Countries; 1960-61 to 1968-69. 

1960-64 1965 1966 1967 1968 

(1000 metric tons) 

WHEAT 

10,B09 12,290 10,424 11,393 16,56e 

4,065 Lt ,625 3,916 4,334 6,41<:1 

52. 21}7 56.388 51 11 904 5<:1,.370 l~, 071 

231.7.58 2Lt7,500 285,500 277,190 309.254 

11ICE 

5J,105 46.500 45.707 59,300 ~OOO 

1.159 1,317 1,,365 1.499 2,0)2 

J,ee3 4,033 4.165 4,560 4,576 

141,7e7 IJe,060 138_355 159,053 l60,e35 

161,000 159,000 161,000 ~  le6 11 000 
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~.c:r a  
60 ... 64 

to 196ts 

% 

c:~ 

J.J 

5t) 
")') 
':"'..1 

~'  
..1..1 

11 

?C, 
l J 

Its 

13 
16 

~ rc  U.S. Department of Agriculture and Government of Pakistan. 

The percentage of the area planted to new wheat varieties in 

Asin. is considerably greater than that planted to new rice varieties. 

-' 
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The production gains in wheat have been remarkable, and are 

only matched by the performance of rice in West Pakistan. ::::he 

following table presents a comparison of the annual yields of· 

wheat and rice in West Pakistan •. 

Average Annual Yield of Wheat and Rice 

In West Pakistan, 1960-61 to 196C3-69. 

Table II 

Year Yield (Maunds Per Acre) 1 

Wheat Rice 

1960-61 8.9 9.5 
1961-62 B0 8 10.1 

1962 ... 6:3 9.0 10.0 

1963-64 , 9.0 10.1 

1964-65 9.4 10.8 

1965-66 B.2 10,,2 

1966-67 e.B 10.5 

~ 11.6 11.4 

196B-69 11.6 14.2 

1969-70 16.12 

Source: Government of Pakistan 

1 - One maund is equal to 62.28 pounds. 

2 - First estimate. 

.. -" 
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The golden harvests have already influenced the GNP in 

both India and Pakistan. It is estimated that the 196e wheat-

crop incfeased the GNP of India and Pakistan by $497.6 million 

and ~ .  million respectively over that of the record 1965 

crop. The i969 wheat-crop is estimated to have added another 

~ .  million and $250.3 million to the GNP of India and 

Pakistan respectively. The full impact of the revolution in 

rice production has yet to be felt. Nevertheless, it is esti-

mated that the increase in rice production during 196b in West 

Pakistan added $76.5 million to the GNP of the country. 

Such is the power of agriculture in generating energy to 

move tho wheel of the economy faster and faster. It is now 

for these countries to seize this great opportunity with both 

hands and utilize the surplus wage-goods for ,expansion of em-

ployment. It is not intended here to say as to how to siphon-

off the surplus wage-goods. Suffice it to say that this will 

require a tactful handling of the entire affair in order to 

ensure that the goose which is laying the golden eggs is not 

killed in the process. 

However; before concluding this chapter it is advisable 

to mention a few related questions. Firstly, how far is it 

realistic to assume that food is the only wage-good and sec-

ondly. what is likely to happen to demand for food as income 

rises over a period of time. The answer to the first question 

is very simple. It is not being assumed that food is the only 



I.,· .. ~  aood 'vhat 1· b' d . ,J·t, -t .• · • f' S Clne; assume 18 that food is 

important wage-good in the developing economies. 

true. 

the moat 

which is 

The neoond question is more complex and it must be 

ant:wcrcd in a dynam:i.c context. There likely to be a 
chift in tho composition of demand for food articles as 
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Incomo risco over time. There will be a shift in demand in 

fa V(Hl t' 0 f fo od article s 1 i lH: frui t f milk. • meat and 

fi nhiJry products. I.phis shift in the pattern of demand is 

~ r a l  tho developed as well as developing countries. 

'rhlc trend 0 r'~ a valuable opportuni ty to develop poul try, 

i ry industries in the develop economics. 

~ ~ra  available can be used for these 

p rp , ~~l: ~ whlch at the ~a c time will solve the problem of 

i1rot(:in d(; icncy. Tho table on the following page shows 

t ~ c c cl~lat i ty of demand for the different components 

of food in the oping regions. 

t arlO r oolution of the problem is likely to c ~  

throu t ~.~ ~~l.  of other consumption ods industrics40 

After all the portion of disguised unemployed labour force 

which if': in employed in secondary and rtiary sectors will 

prc)ducc other t: ,mplemcntary consumption goo It is only a 

CpH:c;tion of station period which is likely to be short in 

caco of consumption goods,industriesp In a nut-shell, all 

other types of -goods will be made available gradually 

but oteadily once the initial period is over. 
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Coefficient of Income-Elasticity of Demand for Food 

'rablc II I 

Vcge- Milk 
Cer- Sug- table Fats and 

Area cals ar and and Milk Meat Egg Fish 
Fruit Oils Pro-

ducts 

Latin America 
( ~ cl  0.1 0 .. 4 0 .. 5 o.e ooe 0.7 1.1 0.5 
Argentina and 
Uruguay) 

r : ~ar East and 0.2 1.2 0.,7 0,,8 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.0 
Africa (exclu-
dina c .. Africa) ioJ. 

A rd .. 0. and Far 0.5 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.8 1.5 2.0 1.1 
Ea~: t (Qxcluding 
Japan) 

Source: United Natl.ons. FAO, Agricultural Commodities-Projection 
for 1970. FAO Commodity Review Special Supplement (Rome, 
1962) • . 

.... 



COr·jCLUSION 

As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this 

paper was to examine the relevance of the theories of 

employment to the conditions prevailing in the developing 

countries. The findings of this paper can be summarized 

in the following paragraphs. 

In a developing economy there will tend to be a sub-

ntantiul extent of unemployment, mostly of a disguised type, 

Given the state of technical know-how, available stock of 

capital, size of population, etc. it is possible to produce 

the current volume of output with a less'er volume of employ-

ment than is the rule, provided the methods of production 

are improved. Disguised unemployment is an Ubiquitous phen-

omenon in all sectors of the economy and is very conspicuous 

in the case of agriculture. The magnitude of this type of 

unemployment goes on increasing depending upon the pace of 

population growth and the rate ~  growth of ·capital stock. 

In the case of a developed economy in a state of dep-

ression, on the other hand, there is unemployment t ~ 

But, here there is an excess capacity in regard to the sup-

ply of co-operating factors. The supply of co-operating 



equipment proceeds equal to or faster than the 

population and hence, under conditions of pr :~~, ~~ ~  

is a state of unemployment of both labour as well as ~c .: .:

ment. Here it is possible to expand pl ~ t by ~a: :~  

the level of effective demand. 

Keeping in mind this r ~c  T1ature 

of the problem of unemployment between developing a '"'~  c.ev-

eloped countries, the classical theory seems 

siderable relevance to the conditions of the ~ ... . 
a . . p.:~:  

coulltries. With the exception of Malthus who emphasizee the 

deficiency of effective demand as the major cause cf l~r  

scale unemployment but who failed to give a consistent th20ry 

of effective demand, almost all classical economists ~ :  

out the deficiency of supply as the main cause of vast ~~ ~

ployment. According to Ricardo, limitations in r a~  +1""':. .-."; .. ...;... 
\JV U\..i\. ",,-

put of wage-goods, mostly of food grains. reduced the rate of 

growth of supply of labour and which slowed down the process 

of capital accumulation. The tendency of the c ~  ~a  to 

reach a state in which profi ts become zero and accu!"nulation 

ceases. In Ricardo's analysis what is of interest to the dev-

eloping countries is that the limi ting factor Vias the lYl8l.8.S-

ticity in the supply of food due to the working of the law of 

diminishing returns. If only adequate supplies of food could 

be pr6duced, and a marginal worker could produce just little 

more than the quantities needed to sustain him in his work, 

the required quantities of capital could be constructed. 
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The examination of the Keynesian theory s 

following conclusions: 

(1) In a developed economy a fall in the real 

would tend to lead to, a further reduction the 

level of national income and pl ~. ~t 

a developing economy, a fall in real s wculd 

tend to lead to more than proportionate rate of 

'increase in the volume of employment compared 

with that which is indicated by the labour value 

of the wage-goods saved as a direct result of the 

wage reduction. 

(ii) In a developed economy, an increase in the level 

df government expenditure would lead to a rise 

the level of employmentu But in a develop 

economy. the same measure would tend to 1 to a 

rise in the level of prices without an a ~at  

increase in employment. 

(iii) In the ~ a  case, an increase in the supply of 

money would lead to a fall in the rate of interest 

and a rise in the level of employment via an in-

creased investment. In a developing economy, on 

the other hand, an increase in the supply of money 

would lead to a proportionate rise in the level of 

prices. 

-



(iv) 

v!o;;.ld lead to a se ~ the floor ~ ",",~"  ... ~~ ...... ~ ' 1'"", 
... ~. "... -'II. ~ ....., "". ~ ",;Il 

sumption and a !:"ise ""tY' €; I"'> ......... ~ .. ""'=- ~ ~' " 

'-' ,."..;.. " c: .. """"' .... .".,., 1I 

-I-h •• v ~  ralslng level of t - ::: .".. 
'I -oJ""" .. 

..l..; ;: \Jv -- -developing c ~ , the sarr.e 

duction in the vol;;.:r::e of r ~::.:'c  : t .::c:.~:'t _ 

investment and increase 

ised unemployment. 

(v) the Keynesian case, an 

social security contributions other for::s 

state assistance to the unempl.oyed '/lould. 

keep the level employment 

a devel,?ping economy iI these measu!'es ': ~lc. 

increase the extent of current pl ~ r:t 

raise the level of prices. 

(vi) In the Keynesian case, the possibility OI S2:CU.;..E;.:.'" 

stagnation arises primarily 0: a 

in the rate of growth of population. In a 

ing economy, on the other a~ t sucn possibi:i 

emerges on account of the exhaustion of the ~~

ment outlets in regard to wage-goods produc 

the context of rapidly rising population. 

Thus the Keynesian remedies have little ca~c  

the developing economies. To expect similar policies to 

similar effects in the context 01 the different conditions 

would be wholly unsound. 
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unemploY1i':8::1t 

concept of 'Reserve Army of Labour. 

by Marx' to show hO'l1 capi talism creates 

which periodically, create a labour surplus 

keeping dovm the level of rates. 

ian unemployment in the first place, is due to t ct~:ca: 

changes and secondly, performs the sole function of kee;ir 

down the wage rates. Technological changes are thus ir.c.'J.cec. 

by the tendency of wage rates to rise under conditions of 

rapid capital accumulation; by creating ~pl t ttey 

restore the condi tions necessary of continuance of the 2..ccu:n:A-

lation process. But in the developing countries there 

already vast unemployment, the wage rates are already mini-

mum; unt the rate of capital formation rises that high as 

to exhau the unemployment, the \I/age rates not :encl 

rise in a general way. Thus the disguised unemployment ca!1-

not be considered as being • Marxian I. Over a large range, 

variations in the size of unemployment have no effects on 

rates. 

The view that the unemployment in developing c ~ tr  

is 'Marxian' in nature has been pronounced by Joan Robinson. 

As noted above, such a view is based upon a misunderstanding 

of the conditions prevail in these countries. This 

has arisen due to the mistaken view that an abundance of pop-

ulation implies an abundance of wage-goods. But as emphasi 
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. ~. . . ~ cc OI a our 18 not an abundance of ~rl IJ:._lr'i. III. an abl' ~ ~ lb' 

employable labour force. In fact a reduction in the size of 

population will reduce the pressure of disguised unemployed 

on the '!.rugo-goods and thus enable a higher rate of capi tal 

formation. In the Marxian case. under conditions of rising 

waco ratos, an increase in population would be beneficial. 

'rhuc; most of the analysis of Marx is relevant only when the 

economy haG exhausted the reserve of unemployed population. 

But thin ~  not true in the case of the developing economies. 

'Pho final conclusion that can be dra\\'l1 from the discuss-

.1 ~  in the foregoing chapters is this. that unemployment in 

the 1. :lnc; countries is due to wage-goods gap and not due 

t() d flc iCH1CY in effective demand or due to deficiency in 

ctock of fixed real capital. It is the inability of the econo-

my to provide in a short period the surplus of wage-goods nec-

cGorlry l.n order that the disguised unemployed can be employed 

in invostment. that inhibits expansion in employment. If the 

economy can make good the wage-goods gap through a quick expan-

cion the output of wage-goods, it is possible to raise the 

employment potential and break the vicious circle of low in-

como and low caving. Therefore. it is high time for these 

countries to grab the unique opportunity offered by the green 

revolution and utilize the agricultural surplus for fighting 

the chronic problem of disguised unemployment. Only in this 

way can the redundant labour force be transformed into employ-



able units which can be put to en 
. + proJecvS. However, there are two ~ :atc  

these countries must be prepared to 

r ~"" ""~' '" II'" ,;::;J - 'J ~ J ~""_ ... 

is a problem of sustaining the green r l t ~. 

the green revolution is likely to bring with it ~ 

re 

of second generation problems. How2ver, these pr l ~  a~~ 

not the subject-matter of this paper. 

.... --
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